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Young Wild West Calling the Two-Cun Man
OR, SAVING A SHERIFF'S LIFE
By AN OLD SCOUT
,CHAPTER 1.-Hop Wah Is the Means of Starting Trouble.
Some few years ago Tombstone, Arizona, wu
what might be called a "red-hot" mining camp.
Men who had no regard for anything like law or
order drifted there, and shooting affrays were
many. One day in December, Young Wild West,
the well-known Boy Hero and Champion Deadshot
of the West, an-ived there, accompanied by his
,two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart,
and the girls and two Chinese servants who
traveled with them on their horseback rides
through the wildest parts of the region known as
the Wild West, in search of excitement and adventure. We may as well state right here that
the "girls," as they were always called by the
young deadshot and his partners, were Arietta
Murdock, the golde;n-hail'ed sweetheart of Young
Wild West; Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of Jim
Dart, and Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie.
:The two heathens were Hop Wah and Wing Wah,
brothers, looking much alike, but different in
character and disposition.
Hop was a "velly smartee Chinee," as he took
pleasure in telling everybody he met. He really
was a clever sleight-of-hand performer, and, being full of fun, he was bound to make a hit, one
way or the other, wherever he went. It is not
necessary to give a detailed description of om·
hero and his friends, since so much has been
written of them that they are surely well known
throughout the length and breadth of our land.
The day was rather warm, for even though it was
in the latter pad' of December, Tombstone lies
well down toward .Mexico, and cold weather is, of
course, never felt there. As the party came to a
halt, Dan Slocum, the proprietor of the hotel,
hurried to meet them.
"Hello, Wild," he called out, cheerfully. "So
you have got back to see us ag'in, have yer?"
"That's rig-ht, Dan," the young- deadshot answered, and then he slipued from the back of his
horse and shook handi,; with the hotel man.
"Well, it happens that I kin give yer the best
of accommodations, so let the ladies go right on
inside. You know where to put the horses. Ride
around there an' you'll find Simon. Maybe he's
takin' a doze, but if he is I reckon Hop kin wake
him up. Let him do it, too, will yer?"

"Me wakee uppee velly muchee quickee, so be"
Hop Wah spoke up, smiling blandly. "Me all;,e
s~mee velly . smartee Chi nee. Me fixee Misler
Simon allee light."
"Go ahead. It's dollars to doughnuts that he's
asleep. He's gittin' to be the laziest galoot that
~ver struck Tombstone. I'll go around with yeiJest to see the fun."
Then Dan Slocum ran back to the barroom doo1·
11,-nd called his bartender from the rear room t~
look afte1· business until he came back. Meanwhile, the rest of the party had dismounted.
Slocum's wife had seen them, .and she stood in
the_ ~oorway of ~he hotel part of the building,
wa1tmg_ for the girls. As they knew just where
U? go, smce they had been there before, Wild and
his partners proceeded to lead the horses around
to the long shed that was a CO\lple of hundred feet
back of the building. Hop and Wing rode along
on their bronchos, leading the two pack-horses
that carried the camping , outfit and supplies.
As they came to a halt Hop quickly dismounted
and then holding up his hand for silence, begay{
looking around for the hostler, whom he had met
on a former visit, having quite a little fun with
him at the time. Hoo went into the barn and
looked around quickly.
There was no one thei;e. But there was an
open door at the rear, where two or three shade
trees spread their leafv foliag-e. He crossed the
barn ~oor and went out through the door, and
then 1!1 a hamm?ck he saw a sleeping man. It
was Simon, all 1·1ght, and the Chinaman grinned
broadly and turned back tQ notify his companions.
There were no stalls in the long shed but boxes
to put feed in over which were rings' run along
the full length. Our friends were quite willing
to attend to the horses themselves, and they had
just started to do so when Hop came back.
"Everything allee light," the clever Chinee said
with a grin. "Mister Simon allee sleepee in un{
hammock."
"He's got a hammock, has he?" spoke up
Slocum, half angrily. "I wonder where he got it
trom? So _he's taken to sleepin' in a hammock
in the daytime, eh? Jest fix him, Hop.
Where
is he, back under the trees out there?"
"Lat light, Mister Slocum. Me fixee velly
muchee quickee. Evelybody comee."
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Beckoning for those inside the barn to come on
out, he stepped noiselessly over to the hammock.
The sleeping man lay flat on hi back and was
ce1tainly lost to the world, for his chest rose and
fell regularly.
"The lazy galoot!" Slocum whi pered to our
hero. "He might better be cleanin' up around
than layin' there asleep. He's gettin' to be worse
than the greasers."
Hop meant to use a firecracker, of cour. e, but
he wanted to do something before he did so.
Satisfied that the sleeper would not awaken easily,
he produced a vial from one of his pockets and,
removing the coi:k, showed that its contents were
a sol't of paste that was of a deep-green color.
Wi.th his finger he carefully smeared the tuft' on
the hostler's face, making crosses, ring<; and spots
all over it, until Cheyenne Charlie had to place a
hand over his mouth to prevent him from laughing aloud. Wben Hop had fini shed his work
Simon was certainly a curious-looking" object.
"Lat allee light," the Chinaman whispered; as
he put the cork back in the vial and placed it in
his pocket. When he lookee in um glass he allea
!';amee be velly muchee suplise. Now: len, me
fixee. Evelybody gittee in um barn."
Waiting till they had done as he directed, Hep
produced one of his home-made fire-crackers. The
Chinaman struck a match, and then, after breaking part of the fuse from the cracker, lighted it.
He ran noiselessly to the bam, and then, with the
.:ithers, watched to see the result. It was not
more than two or three seconds whenBang'!
Thuse looking from the doorway saw a burst of
flame and a cloud of smoke. The hammock went
up, too, and out of it rolled the hostler. A yell
came froni him thl}t could have been heard half a
mile but for the noise of the ore-crusher. Hop
motioned for them all to get back out of sight.
After the fint yell the surprised man was comparatively silent, and as the smoke cleared away
he was seen sitting upon the ground, looking
nbout him in blank amazement. The hammock
was there, and as he looked at it he shook his
head sadly, and then took notice of the. bits of
paper, some of which were still smoking, that Jay
scattered over the ground. Then he finally got
upon his feet, feeling of himself as though to find
if he was all there yet. Satisfying himself that
he was, he shook his head and exclaimed:
"I'd like to find the feller as clone that. This
ain't Fourth of July. It's putty nii1:h Christma~. But some of the people around here always
sets off fire-crackers on Christmas day. an' I
s'pose they plaved a track on me. Maybe I'l1
find out to-ni.l('ht."
As he started to enter the barn tho~e i11side
hastily went out by the other door, and when the
hostler came out they were removing the saddle
from the horse. A few who had been attracted
by the loud report were hurrying to\\'ard the
scene, and they \\'ere the first ones Simon took
notice of. But suddenly he saw the bo,s . tanding
there with folded arms and a grin on his :(ace.
Then his eyes fell upon the other .
"Great ginger!" he exclaimed. "I know who
done it now. There's that heathen Chinee what's
always playin' tricks on somebody. Say, Hop,
9nn

tlnnP it. rli<ln't VPr?"

"Me no undelstandee," Hop declared, looking
at him with the utmost innocence. "Whattee
ma ttee? Whatee . you talkee 'boutee ?"
"You set off a blamed firecracker an' blowed
me out of the hammock back there, didn't yer?"
When the inquirers learned about it, there was
much laughing, and all eyes were presently
turne<l upon the clever Chinee. Some of them
had seen him befo1•e, but as men were coming and
going from Tombstone all the time, there were
sure to be strangers there no matter when a person visited the place. Several came forward and
shook hands with Wild and his partners. Then
they did the same to Hop, who acted as though
he was very glad indeed to see' them. Knowing
that Simon would take good care of the horses,
Wild suggested that thev .l('O to the hotel. Thev
entered by a rear door, laughing and talking over
the practical joke that Hop had played, and as
they reached the barroom they were just in time
to see a tall, raw-boned man who was attired in a
rather fancy costume that ,ms half Mexican,
come. swaggering in.
"What's the matter over this way?" he called
out, looking at the bartender in a rather ugly
way. "Sounds as though it was an earthquake.
I was takin' a little snooze under the free that's
back of the Gilt Edge Saloon. It woke me up
mighty sudden like, an' I ain't never in a good
humor when I'm \\·oke from a sleep."
"I don't know jest what it was, Frisco," the
bartender am;wered. "I heard i.t, too, an' they
all run out of here an' left me alone. There's the
boss. Maybe he knows somethin' about it."
"It was only a big firecracker what went off,
Frisco Joe," Dan Slocum explained, talking as
though hll \\'as anxious to let him know all about
it at once. "I'm sorry if it disturbed yer from
your sleep. But it wasn't so close to the Gi!t
Edge Saloon, though."
"Nev~r mind how close it was. It don't take
much to wake me, an' to hear a noise like that is
sorter surprisin' like. If it had been the crack of
a gun 01· the bang· of a rifle, I wouldn't have paid
no attention to it. But I knowed right away
that it wa,, somethin' wo1=se than that. A finicrncker, eh? Who in thunder set off a firecracker
that would make as loud a noise as that. I'd jest
like to see the one as done it. I'd show him that
I kin make ;:ome noi!le. too. I'm 'Fri~co ,Joe, the
an, an"' I kin shoot ;:traighter an•
Two-gun
faster than any galoot that ever lived."
Young· Wild West had been sizing" up the man,
and he had not spoken ten wo1:ds before the boy
was satisfied that he was one of the so-called
"bad men" that are always to be found in mining
camps. There was something that wa just the
least bit dandified about him, too, but that did not
count for anything. Frisco Joe was certainly a
bad man, a bluffer, in fact. That was the young
deadshot's conclusion, anyhow, and it was very
seldom that he made a mistake. There being no
answer to the Two-gun Man's query, he suddenly stepped to the center '.lf the room and then,
crossing his arms, placed both hands on tl.e revolvers that hung at his sides.
"Where's the galoot that set off the firecracker?" he roared out, this time showing that
he \\'as either very angry or else full of bluster.
The 1Jrop1·ietor, who evidently feared the fellow,
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looked at Hop for a second, and then turned his
gaze to the floor.
"It wasn't done to wake you up, Frisco," he
declared, shaking his head. "Now don't go to
startin' any trouble in my place. You know what
I told you the last time you done it. It's al~
right for you to smash the bottles an' glasses an
then pay for 'em, but I don't like it, an' if you
do it now I'll have to send for the sheriff. That's
all."
"What's that, you sniverlin' hound?" the Twogun Man yelled, and then out came the two guns
from the holsters. "You loolced at that heathen
over there as though he was the galoot as shot
off the firecracker. Now, then, tell me whethel"
he is or not."
"He done it, but he was je~t playin' a joke on
that lazy hostler of mine. But--"
Slocum did not finish what he was going to say,
for Frisco Joe suddenly fired a shot. The bullet
hit the floor within a few inches of Hop Wah's
feet.
"Hip hi!" the Chinaman exclaimed. "Whattee
mattee? Me velly goodee Chinee."
The Two-gun Man was just going to fire another shot, this time from the gun in his left
hand, when Young Wild West whipped out a revolver, and leveling it at his breast, exclaimed:
"Drop your hardware, you sneaking coyote!
Let that Chinaman alone. If you don't I'll fill
you full of holes."
CHAPTER IL-Calling the T wo-gun Man.
1
There were as many as a dozen in the barroom
outside of those acting as principals, and when
the boy covered Frisco Joe with such lightninglike quickness a murmur of surprise went up.
"You heard what I said, didn't you?" Wild
asked, sharply, but never once budging from the
spot. "If you don't drop your two guns inside
of ten seconds I'll let daylight through you!"
Thud, thud!
The weapons fe11 to the floor in a twinkling.
"There yer are, kid," the man said, trl,ing- his
best to appear quite cool. "You took me by surprise, I sorter reckon, but I ain't fool enough not
to do as you say. There's times in a man's life
when he's got to do things he don't want to.
That's what I <lone jest now. ):Jut that gun of
yours looks mighty dangerous, an' I reckon I want
to live a while yet. Now, then, what's your game,
an' what does this here mean, anyhow?"
"It means that you must Jet that heathen
alone."
"Oh, is that all -there is to it? Well, that's done
easv enoug-h. I've had my fun, anyhow. I made
him jump putty high in the air, an' I reckon that
oughter satisfy &nybody."
"You are satisfied, then?" ·
"I sartinly am, kid."
"All nght, pick· up your guns and we'll let it
drop."
Then the young deadshot slipped his own gun
back into the holster and walked leisurely over to
his two partners and the Chinaman. Frisco Joe
turned completely around and looked at the faces
of those present. Then he slowly stooped and
g_athered up his guns. No doubt the majority
there expected to see .him shoot the boy who had,
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in their opinion, been foolish enough to put away
his revolver. But no such thing happened. Thr>
Two-gun Man put the weapons back in the holsters and proceeded to take a chew of tobacco.
"Well, \Joys," he said, forcing a laugh, "this i:1
what I call a little surprise party. Who is thi:;
kid, anyhow?"
·
"It's Young Wild ·west, Frisco," Dan Slocum,
the proprietor, spoke up quickly. "He's th,.
Champion Deadshot of the West, an' I 1·eckon
that's why he surprised yer. Mighty quick . with
a gun, ain't he?"
"Mighty quick to pull one, but I don't know how
quick he would be at shootin'. But never mind.
Don't think I want to give him a chance to try it,
not on me, anyhow. I'm Frisco Joe, the Two-gun
Man, an' I ain't afraid of anything that ever lived.
It ain't fear wh3t makes a man give in when he
finds somebody has got him dead to rights. Don't
think for a minute that I'm afraid of the boy."
"You velly nicee .Melican man, so be," Hop vVah
spoke up, and then he stepped up close to the Twogun Man and held out his hand.
"What's that, heathen?" and Frisco Joe actually
grinned. "I'm a very nice American man, eh?"
"Lat light, me likee you velly muchee. Me velly
solly me wakee you uppee when um firecracker
go bang!"
"You're sorry, eh? \\' ell, that ain't bad. I
can't say as I've g-ot any use for a heathen, but ·
to have one apologize like you're doin' sorter puts
you down as bein' a putty square galoot. I'll •
shake hands with yer, heathen, an' you kio
gamble that it's the first Chinee's hand l'vc
gripped in a shake in a mighty long time. The
last one I shook hands with was in 'Frisco, where
I come from, somethin' like .two years ago_ It
was a funny kind of shake, though, heathen. He
had his hand in my pocket, tryin' to steal a
wallet, an' I reached in putty quick an' grabbed
it. I shook his hand, all right, an' I firerl with the
left hand at the i=:ame time. They rlanted him in
the Chinese cemetery in 'Frisco, which is a pbce
maybe you've seen."
"Me see allee lig-ht. ].\Esler Flisco Joe. Velly
nicee place, but we no wantee go !ere."
By this time everybody seemed to be in a good
humor. The fa~t that Frisco Joe, the Two.gun
Man, had been tamed so qmckly and completely
must have been pleasing to the rest in the 1·oom.
But when it is taken into consideration that the
man had, for the three weeks he had been in
Tombstone, proven to be vet·y much of a terror,
there is nothing really surprising about this.
While a great many men living there were very
reckless characters and ready to shoot at the
least provocation, it seemed that all that was required was for some one to assert himself in a
pronounced sort of way and they would become
partially cowed. Anyhow, Frisco Joe had been
quite busy since his arrival in Tombstone. Be
boasted of,having shot three men, and there was
one who would hardly say that they had not been
given a fair chance. Probably he had started the
trouble, but that did not count. At the-time of
which we write the rule was that as long as a
man had what was called a chance if he got shot
dead the other was not arrested.
"So his name is Young Wild West, eh? 1' the
bad man said, showing considerable curiosit7.
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"Put that down on me," he said, a s he turned
"Seems to me I've heard that name af.ore. Didn't
think much about it at the time, though. An' he's to the door. "I'll settle up with yer some time
'
·
only a kid, too. Champion Deadshot, · eh?" I Dan. I'm dead broke jest now."
"Ain't you goin' a little too far with yom· acwonder. where I come in, then?"
·
"I never gave myself the name of a champion count?" Slocum asked, rather meekly.
at anything," 'JUr Jiero spoke up, and then he
"Why, ho,v much is it?"
walked up pretty close to the man. '.'My friends
"It's run up to about eighty-six dollars."
have been calling me the Champion Deadshot of
. "Eighty-six dollars, eh? Well, that ain't nothin'.
years.
three
or
two
the West for something like
I've owed a man as much as two hundred an'
But it don't bother me much. Still, I am always never paid him, either. Ha? ha! ha!"
ready to shoot with any one who thinks he shoulrl
Laughing boisterously, he went on outside
be called a champion deadshot."
turning his head as he did so and .expectoratlng
"Yes, I SEIB. Quite a nervy kid you are, Young a mouthful of tobacco juice upon the floor.
Wild West."
'.'Mr. Slocum," our hl!ro said, lo~kin.e: at the pro"Thank you for the compliment," and the boy prietor of the hotel with somethmg like disgust
smiled, ahowing that he was just as cool a s ever.
"you must be afraid of that sneaking coyote." '
· "Must have been a putty clever galoot what . "It ain't exactly that, Young Wild West" the
teached you to shoot, I reckon," and Frisco Joe ~an retorted, with a shrug of the shoulders. '"He's
looked at the boy with something like admiration. been raisin' ructions ever since he's been in Tomb- .
"Yes, I suppose so. But I picked· it up myself, stone. You're the first one as has managed to git
I think. I started in when I. was just about old the drop on him, a s I've heard tell of. There's
enough to hold a gun out straight. I have been plenty of men in this here town what kin shoot
practicing ever since, and I always make it a rule jest as good as Frisco Joe, but it seems that none
now to hit anything- that I aim at. If you bad not of 'em .cares much about gittin' up ag'in him. He
dropped your gun s a s quickly a s you did I sup- told the truth wh€n he said he had planted three
pose the undertaker· would have been sent for. since he's been here. He don't think no more
But I am glad you were sensible enough to do as about pickin' a quarrel with sQmebody an' then
I told you, Frisco Joe. You may be a pretty bad shootin' 'em if they don't like it than he does
man, and aJ:>le to handle two guns at one - time, about hangin' a man up for a driI\k."
.
but that don't say that you can shoot a Chinathen.
health,
your
r
fo_
business
in
be
must
"You
man's toes off.''
You say he owes you eighty-six dollars. You
"No, I s'pose not. But see here, kid, I wasn't don't ever expect to collect any of it, do you?"
only
was
I
off.
toes
Chinaman's
the
goin' to shoot
"No, I s'pose not."
goin' to make him dance a little. I never shot
"Does he ever have any money?"
any one unless it was a ·thing what had to be
"Plenty of it sometimes. Most likely he's got
done. If I •was to s hoot you now maybe some
hundred in his pocket right now. He's
people would- call it , all right. You have nailed a couple of
an' he generally clean;i
me good an' hard. You have called the Two-gun a putty smart gambler,set
a -g anie with him."
Man. If I wasn't of a generous disposition, as out the boys when theyare ain·pretty
easy sort of
"Well, I think you
they say, 'I'd sartinly look fcrr satisfaction, an' I'd fellow,
-·
Mr. Slocum."
git it, too, if it took as lon'g a s 1 lived. But I
"Maybe I'd rather lose the eighty-six dollars
ain't that k~nd, Young Wild West. You have
up. That's a
called me, an' that settles it. Any time you yell than to have my place Ifcleaned
he was to smash up a
out or crack a whip I'll jump an' run to yer with funny thing about him.
an' waste some liquor
my h_a nds over my head. That'-s the kind of a lot of bottles an' glasses
he would pay for it. But when be gits me to
hairpin I am."
for drinks he never pays. He said one
Our hero knew that he did not mean a word of trust him there
wa sn't no law in the whole United
that
tim~
lurking
look
peculiar
a
was
There
what he said.
make a man pay a whisky bill,
could
that
States
he
that
plainly
him
told
in the fellow's eyes that
sticks to, I s'pose."
he
what
that's
an'
must look out for him.
I don't want to interfere
Well,
so.
suppose
"I
"I reckon you're a peculiar sort of man, Frisco
Joe," the boy· said, as he stepped back again. with Frisco Joe so long a s he minds hi s own busi"You need watching, I am sure. Now, then, we'll ness. But he strikes me a s being a big bluffer.
call it square for the time being. You let the I'll bet he can be made to crawl around on hi.;;
heathen alone and I certainly ·won't bother you." hands -and knees and lick the dirt from the floor."
"Maybe you kin make him do it, but I'd lik·e to
"Give..me a good dose of pizen, Dan," the Twogun Man called out, turning to the proprietor, see a ny one around here try it."
"That's all r ight, Dan," a man who had been
who was now behind the bar. ·
"Right yer are, Fris~o," jWaS tfie reply, and a standing in a corner spoke. up. "I ain't irot t he
same opini0n I had of the Two-gun Man, not afte1·
bottle and .e:lass were promptly put before hi m.
"Come an' have a drink, You11g Wild West. seein' what's happened in here. The next time
he tries to pull that gun I'll drop him. I ain't
- Your pards an' the heathen is welcome, too."
"Not now," was the quick reply. "I don't dTink a sh a med to say that I wa s afraid of him, but I
ain' t now."
anything strong, anyhow."
"Take my advice an' let him alone Tom Jaggs ,"
"All right, suit yourself. But if I was you I'd
learn to drink something- strong. It might do yer and the proprietor shook his head, warningly.
"That's all right. I won't go back on what I
g•ood. Champion Deadshot, eh? Well. that's
said. Let's all have •a drink, anyhow. I heard
sorter surpri sin'."
Then he poured out nearly a glassful of the Young- Wild West say that he didn't take nothin'
strong. He kin take jest _ wh.a t he likes, an' 1
liauor and to:;sed it off at a :;ingle gulp.
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won't object to it if it ain't nothin' but cold
water."
Tom Jaggs already had too much liquor. But \
that made no difference to Slocum. He was there
to sell fiery stuff, and as long as a man was able
to stand up before the bar and drink it it was all
right. Jaggs seemed to have plenty of money,
and every one• drank with him, including our
friends, Wild and Jim taking gingerpop. As
soon as he had paid the bill Tom Jaggs left the
room and headed straight for the Gilt Edge
Saloon. He .was going to look for the Two-gun
Man.
"That will be the last you'll ever see of him
alive," declared Slocum, shaking his head. "He's
jest about drunk enough to go an' start a fight
with Frisco Joe. If he does the Two-gun Man
will git him. See if I ain't right."
No one said Janything, but the proprietor's
opinion seemed to be shared by them. The ~aloon
was almost directly across the street, and 1t was
not more than two minutes after Jaggs had
entered it when a shot was heard.
"I told you so!" exdaimed Slocum.
- "Wild, let',: go over an' see what's happene•I
over there," Cheyenne Charlie suggested.
"All right," was the reply. "Come ?n."
.
Charlie led the way outside, and Wild and Jim
followed him leaving Hop in the hotel barroom.
They were hilf-way across the dusty street when
two men came hurriedly from the saloon.
· "What's the trouble in there?" Wild a sked,
halting them.
"The Two-gun Man has jest nailed a felle1·
named Tom Jaggs," was the reply. "We're goin'
to git the town undertakert rep!ied one ?f the!Il.
"Hold on a minute," Wild said, catchmg hnn
by the arm. "Was it a square deal?",
"It sartinly was. I don't know what Jaggs was
thinkin' about. He marched right into the back
room there an', pullin' a gun, yells out to Frisco
Joe that he was goin' to plug him with a b?llet.
He might have done it if he had pulled the tngger
Jest then, but he sorter waited a second, you
know. Then the Two-gun Man shot with his left
hand from the side of the table, an' J aggs went
down in a heap."
Wild gave a nod and, turning to his partners,
said:
·
"Well, boys, I reckon we won't go in there just
now It seems that the man brought it all on
him~elf. I am very sorry now we let him come
over here. We'll let the Two-gun Man go foi; a
while. He will certainly show his han_d )lefore
long and you can get on it. H e has 1t m for
me 'and I have got to b e on tlfe watch. While
he 'admits that I called him, he hates me like
poison and he wouldn't hesitate a second to put
a bull~t thr ough me if he got the chance."
"Right yer are, Wild I" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "But I'd jest like to git in, there an'
have a shot at the big galoot myself. Maybe it
wasn't his fault altogether; but it was, too, 'cause
ain't he been raisin' ructions around her e an'
makin' everybody afraid of him?"
"Never mind about that part of it, Charlie.
Come on back to the hotel. The g\rls will want to
know what has been going on."
The scout said no more, so the three Quickly
crossed the street, and after telling those in the
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barroom what had happened at the saloon they
went into another part of tl:;e house and found the
girls waiting for them.

CHAPTER III._:_Hop Performs Some More.
The dropping of Tom Jaggs was, of cou1·se, ~he
main topic of conversation. Men kept commg
into the barroom of the hotel and every one had
something- to say about it. While the majority
blamed the Two-gun Man for it , thev were all
willing to admit that Jag-gs .should not have gone
after him. Hop Wah listened to the talk for
Quite some time, and finally he decided to change
the subject. There were perhaps a dozen men
g-athered in the barroom. Four of them were at ·
the bar, lingering over drinks that were before
·them Hop looked these over carefully, and decided· that he had never seen them before. This
meant that they had come to Tombstone since he
had been there last. But there were several in
the room who knew him .and were aware of what
he was capable of doing.
As luck would have it, the hostler came in just
then. The sight of him with his face painte~ in
such a hideous fashion was Quite enough to
startle every one there, with the exception of the
Chinaman. Dan Slocum had gone to another part
of the house; so there was no one there but Hop
who understood it. Somehow, no one seemed to
have taken notice of the hostler when they came
out to find out what had caused the explosion.
Probably this was due to the fact that he had
kept his face turned from them, since he felt so
sheepish over what had happened. Anyhow, it
was a genuine surprise to them all, and as he
stood there grinning in a sickly sort of ·way it
added much to his looks.
"Hello, Simo,n!" Hop called out, -:heerfully.
"Whattee mattee ?"
"I reckon you know what's the mafter," was
the reply. "That was a mean trick you played
on me."
"Lat allee light. Me no hurtee you. Whattee
mattee with you face?" Bv this time those
present had recovered from their astonishment,
and a roar of laughter went up. The hostler
knew thev were laughing at him, and he thought
it was because Hop had played the trick on him.
"I don't see nothin' to laugh about," . he said,
a <' he shot an angry glance at them and made
his painted face look worse than ever. "I was
jest woke up, that's all. I wasn't hurt any. I
don't bear no grudge ag'in Hop for doin' it,
either."
"Havee lillee dlink," Hop said, coaxingly, as he
took him bv the arm and led him to the bar, behind which was a small mirror. He succeeded
in getting Simon directly in front of the glass,
and then for the first time the victim of the
Chinaman's joke realized what the men were
laughing at. He opened wide his mouth and
stared at his reflection in the µiirror for fully
two seconds. Then he turned suddenly and made
a grab for the Chinaman, for he guessed right
away that he was responsible for it.
"You're a mighty had heathen!" he exclaimed,
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a · Hop nimbly g·ot out of the way. "You put
some ir1·een stuff on my face while I was a Jeep,
an' then vou blowed me up with a bi.ir fir·e cracker.
I don't care nothin' about t he fo·ecracker part
of it, but jest look at mv face."
" hattee mattee ?" Hop a sked, takinJ.!' care to
keep out of his reach. "You allee samee turnee
g]een, so be, Simon."
"I'll make you turn bla ck, blamed if I don't.
I'm a peaceful man, but I can't stand everything.
I did like vou putty well, but now it's different.
l'm goin' to lick yer, so git ready to fiJrht." .
"Allee light, we fightee. ~le knockee spots out
of you velly muchee quickee. Me velly smartee
Chinee. Fightee allee samee Iikee Young Wild
West. Hip hi! hoolay!" Then the Chinaman
drew back toward the other side of the room and
placed him self in a sparrinl.!' attitude. Simon
was reall y a very peaceful man, a s he aid. There
was not much fight in him, and when he saw the
belligerent attitude of the heathen he calmed
down considerable.
"Go on an' fight him," one of the crowd ,5u.irgested. "You started it. I'll bet a round of
drinks he kin lick ver."
1
''I don't see a s there's an y use in fightin'. The
best thing I kin do is to sro an git some soap an'
wate1· an' wash my face. That's what I'll do,
too." Then Simon strode hurriedly from the
room, just a s though he ha d conquered the situation. He was followed by a roar of laughter, but
that did not seem to disturb him in the least.
"Simon allee samee velly nicee Melican man,"
Hop declared, and then once more he turned his
attention to the four men he had never seen
before.
"Me likee showee vou nicee Iillee tlick," he said,
·
noddinl.!' to them.
"Go ahead, heathen," one of them answered,
with a irrin. "But don't do anything to us like
you done to that foolish galoot of a hostler."
Hop took a pack of cards from his pocket and
amused the men gathered in the barroom for a
while with his sleiirht-of-hancl tricks. But just
as he was about through, some one opened the
door and shouted:
"Here comes Frisco Joe. He's got a .l?Un in
each hand. Most likely he's Iookin' for Young
Wild West. Git out of the way, boys. There
ain't no use in gittin' shot jest for nothin'." Hop
knew that the best thing he could do was to ll:'et
out, so he quickly slipped into the back room,
and just then in came the Two-ll:'Un Man. Crack!
crack! He fired two shots, and there was a
jina;linJ!: of glass as the bottles behind the bar
were broken.
"Where is Y ounJ!: Wild West?" Frisco Joe
shouted. "I'm jest in trim now, an' I'm willin'
to meet him an' shoot it out." Hop had been
doinJ!: some quick thinkini? after enterinl! the
back room. He knew how he had surprised,,the
sleeping hostler, and he decided to i?ive the bad
man the same dose. It took him but a moment
to get a firecracker from his pocket, and then
i,triking a match he lighted it and flunl?' it out
into the barroom right at Frisco Joe's feet. 'l'here
,,,as a sharp hiss, and then-Bang! The twogun ~!an let out a yell and fell over backward,
the reYolverfl flying- from hi;; hand ~.

CHAPTER IV.-The Two-Gun Man Finds an
Ally.
Young Wild West and his partners were tellinll:' the irirls all1 about the exciting events that
had taken place since their arrival in Tombstone
when they were startled bv two revolver shots
and the report the cracker Hop caused to explode in the barroom. Of course, they all knew
pretty well who was responsible for the explosion of the cracker, but jus~ the same, the youn,:
deadshot and Charlie and Jim thought it ad~
visable to leave the room and find out just what
was goinll:' on. They quickly ran across the hallway and entered the room that was in the rear
of the place where the bar was. It was pretty
smoky in there, but they managed to see Hop
standing near the door -of the barroom actinl!: as
thoull:'h he was greatly ple&sed. Wild quickly
pushed his way to his side, and as the smoke
cleared away he saw the figure of a man sittip,r
upon the floor, while standing close to the door
were the three others.
"What's the trouble in here?" the younJ!: deadshot called out, lucidly. Then a head popped
from behind the bar and the bartender appeared.
"I reckon your smart Chinee putty ni.e:h blowed
up the place, Younl!: Wild West," the man said,
forcing a laugh. "But he sartinly took the
starch out of Frisco Joe, the Two-.e:un Man.
There he sets on the floor, an' he acts as though·
he don't know what's happened or where he is."
"Oh, I see!" and the younJ!: deadshot quickly
stepped toward the Two-1rnn Man, who now made
a move to rise to his feet.
"Don't be in a hurry to 11:et up," Wild said, in
his cool and easy way. "You seem to be taking
it rather comfortable there, so don't disturb yourself. I'll tell you when to ll,'et up. Maybe you
can tell me what the trouble is."
"I don't know what the trouble is," came the
growling reply, while the villain flashed an angry
J!,'lance at the boy. "I thought some one had
tried to shoot me with a cannon. But I s'pose
it wasn't so. I guess that heathen Chinee done
it."
"You're mighty g·ood on the guess, Frisco Joe.
Though I wasn't here to see it, I feel certain that
Hop caused you to flop down upon the floor
after setting off a big cracker. But who was it
who fired the two shots just before you
dropped?"
"He fired 'em, Wild," Slocum, the proprietor,
who had come in just after the shootinl!: occurred,
spoke up. "Jest J..ook at the back of mv door. He
cleaned up a lot of glasses. Not that I'm afraid
that he won't pay me some time, but I don't like
to have sich business goin' on."
"All rig-ht, Mr. Slocum, I 1·eckon he'll pay you
right away, or else he'll J!:et kicked out of your
place. Mavbe it isn't rig·ht for rne to take a
hand in this business, but the fact that we have
ladies with us and that they have got to be disturbed by a bluffiing, bill: rowdy don't set very
well on my stomach. Frisco Joe will try arid
find enough money to pay your bill. Just figure
it out and as soon as you have done so he'll either
settle or else he will g·o out of the place on his

head."

The Two-gun Man saw his revolvers lying oa
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the floor nea1· him. Slowly 11e reached for one of
them, but as his hand touched it a revolver leaped
from the holster that was hanging at Wild's right
hip and the bad man found himself looking into
the muzzle of it. "You can pick up your guns, F1·isco," the boy
said with a tantalizing smile. "But be careful ·
that"you don't try to qo any shooting again. I
know you would like to get. a chance at me, but
you are not going to do it. Now, then, you put
those two guns away in a hurry and get upon
your feet. If you don't I'll put a bullet through
you."
Once more the desperado was completely
crushed. He placed the gun his fingers had
touched where it belonged, and then crawled a
full yard across the floor to g~t the othe~·· This
dropped into the holster at his other side, and
then slowly he got upon his feet. Wit11out even
lookini:t at the vounl!: de.ad.shot or his partners he
stepped to the bar and said :
"How much do I owe yer, Dan?"
"I reckon about sixteen dollars will pay tht
bill!'
_ "Ain't that putty high? Y ou•~·e takin' advantage. of me now 'cause Young Wild West has got
the drop on me."
"No I ain't," was the reply. "Two of them
bottle; was putty nigh full, an' the other two was
more than half full. Then, ag'in, there was
eleven glasses what got smashed, not to speak of
the trouble it will be to clean up the muss."
Though he had given it out a short time before
that he had no money, Frisco Joe quickly found
enough to pay the bill, and when he had done so
he at once started for the door. By this time
those wfio had been present when the firecracker
exploded had returned. Ther~ were several 1:1en
outside too, no doubt expectmg that somethmg
more ~as going to happen in a different line.
But when they saw the bad man walk meekly
outside and start for his favorite resort at the
other side of the street, two or three gave vent to
sneering rmarks. The Two-gun Man looked at
them angrily, but did not attempt to pick a 1·ow
or do anv shooting:. For the second time he had
been called by Young Wild West, and no doubt
he felt it keenly, for he dared not assert his authority over those he had been bullying so long.
"Well, Dan," our hero said, addressing the proprietor in a more familiar way than he had before used, "I reckon you got enough from him
to pay for the damage done. You can see now
that Frisco Joe isn't half as bad as he's been
making out. All he needs is a calling now anJ
then, and after a while he will be as meek a;; a
lamb."
"You're the only one who kin do it, Wild," was
the retort. "You're sartinly a wonderful boy, you
are."
"Never mind about that. I enjoy this sort of
thing, though I will say that I don't like to be
disturbed by sudden shooting in a place when I
am taking it easy with my friends. If Frisco Joe
comes in again and I am not here, just call me.
I am going to_ make it my business to call the
Two-gun Man every time I get the opportunity,
until he is either so docile that he no longer
needs it, or has cashed in his chips."
"Frisco Joe will cash in his chips afore he'll
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ever give in to any one," said the card-sharp, who
had been very- quiet since he came in the place
after the smoke cleared away. "I know a whole
lot about that man, an' even though he give in .to
yer he won't stay that way very long."
"I reckon you're right, stranger," Wild retorted, with a smile, as he looked the man over carefully. · "I suppose you're a friend of Frisco Joe's."
"Oh, no, I ain't no more of a friend to him
than I am to any one. I'm stoppin' here in
Tombstone, an' I'm tryin' to make a livin'. I'm
putty handy with the cards, so they call me a
card-sharp. But this here Chinee showed me a
few thing·s I didn't know. You\·e Young Wild
West, ain't yer?"
"Yes, that's who I am."
"I knowed it, of course, but I jest wanted to
speak ~hat way so I could introduce myself. My
name_ 1s Pansy Pete, an' I've got the reputation
of hem' one who always minds his own business.
Of course, I'm always ready to git into a game,
but I don't never push in when I find I ain't
wanted."
"You'll , do, then," the boy answered, coolly.
"If you're all that you say you are I reckon
you're not apt to get into trouble. Still, I have
got an idea that you're a friend of Frisco Joe's.
If you are vou had better advise him to change
~is ways. Tombstone is a pretty big place, but
it won't be big· enough to hold him if he keeps
on i:toing the way he has been."
"If I happen to 11:it talkin' to him I'll tell him
what you say, Youni:t Wild West."
"Do so. It will be all to his advanta'l!,"e." ·
The fact was, our hero did not have much of
an opinion of the gambler. There was a crafty
look about him that sug_gested trickery, and
Wild felt certain that if he got th'e chanc'"e he
would not only cheat when he was playing cards,
but steal outright. The boy had just about hit
the · nail on the head, as the saying goes.
While Pansy Pete was not the s01·t of man
to provoke a quarrel or create trouble, he was
always ready to get hold of money, no ·matter
whether he came bv it honestly or not. Of course,
he did pretty well through his cheating when he
played poker with the miners, but on a few
occasions he had picked their pockets while thev
were drunk or asleep. It was not strange that
Young Wild West should be able to read his
character by simply looking at him and hearing
him talk, for so many times had the boy come
in contact with just such fellows that · it had
become a sort of second nature to him to pick out
the good from the bad. Pansy Pete, as he was
called, showed signs of uneasiness after Wild
got through talking to him. It was evident that
he did not like the way the boy spoke, but, of
course, he did not say anything about it just .
then. Presently he turned and walked out of
the barroom.
He remained standini:t on the little porch for
a while, and then started leisurely across the
street, He looked back as he neared the Gilt
Edge Saloon, but -s eeing nothing of our hero
and his partners, he went on inside. In the bigback room, whe.re there was a long- row of tables
a-µd chairs, he found several _sitting;, , drinkinit
and g.ambling. Back at the extreme end a solitary man was sittinl!:, his head bent low to the
table. It was Frisco Joe, the Two-gm1 Man.
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While the ,rambler· had never been on anything
more than ordinarv terms with Frisco Joe, he
had always managed to be · friendly with him,
and he now seemed to think it his duty to sympathize with him.
"Well, Frisco," he said, cheerfully, as he -stepped up to the table and looked at the man sympathizingly, 11 1 reckon .:}'.OU ain't feelin' in a very
11:ood humor jest now."
"What's that?" came the 11:rawlinl!.' replv, as
the villain auickly raised his head and looked
at the speaker.
"Oh, it's you; eh, Pansy? Well, I'll take that
from you. Set down .an' we'll have a drink.
I've been lookin' for some one to come around so
I could be a little sociable. Seems to me I've
been dreamin' for the last two or three hours.
Things ain't at all right."
Pansy Pete quickly sat down and called to a
man who was acting as a waiter to fetch a bottle
-and glasses.
' 1This drink is on me; Frisco," he declared, as
he produced a gold coin from his pocket. "I
think it's a shame the wav you have been treated.
But it seems as though you sorter thought that
kid was too easy. He's a regular terr-or, as you
must know by this time, an' when you g-o after
him you want to be sure what you're doin'."
"That's all right, Pansy. Don't go to tellin'
• r
me anything about it. When I went m a itt1e
while al!.'o I was ready for Young Wild We st•
an' if he had been there I'd shot him th ree times
afore he would have had chance to pull a gun.
, h
But that heathen happened to be there, an e
took me by -surprise. Sich business as tbat .ain't
to be looked for, you know. I reckon the bravest
an' smartest man in the world will fall down on
the floor an' be mighty scared, for a minute whep.
a lot of powder is explo\ied right urider their
feet."
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"There ain't no doubt about that," the gambler
answered, and then he took the bottle and g-Jass
from the water .and proceeded to help the bad
man to a drink. "But," and he lowered his voice,
"I s'pose I mil!,'ht as well tell ser what Young
Wild West said about yer."
"What did he say ? " the Two-1!,'un Man asked,
eagel'ly.
"He told me to tell ye·r you had better chanl!,'e
your ways, an' that tlfough Tombstone is a
mighty bi!>' place, it wouldn't be big enoug-h to
hold yer if you kept on goin' the same way you
have."
"He told yer to tell me that, did he?"
"Yes. He said I oug-hter advise you about it.
He seems to think that me an' you is great
friends."
"Well, we are, ain't we?"
"Of course we are."
"All right. Here's luck," and the Two-gun Man
raised the glass to his lips and quickly drained

it.

Pansy Pete followed his example, and then,
receiviag- his change from the waiter, moved his
chair up a little closer and actually felt as though
Frisco Joe was really his very best friend.
"Got any more advice to give me?" the Twogun Man asked, after a uause, while a grin
showed on his face.
"It wasn't mv advice I was l?'ivin' yer." was

the quick reply. "I simply told yer what Younr
Wild West said."
"I know it, Pansy. I was only jokin' about
that. · But see here. It sorter strikes me that
there's a whole lot of galoots around here what
used to be_ afraid of me an' ain't now. ·They've
.seen Young Wild West call ll)e down a couple of
times, .an' that will make 'em think that I dol).'t,
amount to as much as they thoul!,'ht I did. One
feller thoul!,'11 that a little while ago, an'· you
know what ha:f)pened to him. They've got him
down to the undertaker's shop now. But that
won't stop 'em, I s'pose, thou,rht it ain't likely
any of ·'em will try to pick a row with me very
soon. But if it keeps on g-oin' this way an'
Young Wild West happens to git the best of me
ag-'in, it will sorter look as though I had better
leave the town. Now, you know as well as I do
that I don't want to leave Tombstone just yet,
I like the place, an' I like most of the people.
I want to stay here till I l!,'it good an' ready· to
sro somewhere else. You do, too, don't you,
Pansy?"
"Oh, yes! I don't know as I could find a better place to carry on my line of business."
"All rig-ht, then. S'pose you jump in an' help
me."
"I ain't nothin' of a fig-hter, ·Frisco," and the
gambler shruirl!.'ed his- shoulders.
"That's .all right, I don't want you to do no
fightin'. I'll do all that kind of business myself. But you kin help me in some other way.
Of course, yer know that I want to a-1't square
"
with Youn,r Wild West."
"That goes without sayin' " and Pansy Pete
nodded his head.
"I don't st and no show of droppin' him with
a bullet, even though I am called the Two-gun
Man," went on the villain, slowly. "That means
that I've g-ot to g-it square with him in some othaway. I've heard some of the boys talkin' about
the good-lookin' 1!,'als Young Wild West an' his
pards have got with 'em. One of 'em 'is the kid's
sweetheart, of course. I believe somebody said it
was the one with the yaller hair. Now •then,
Pansy, s'pose I git hold of that gal an' hide her
a.way so Young Wild West can't find her."
"Th.at would be great, Frisco," and the gambler
nodded approving-ly.
"It would sorter be l!,'ittin' 1·evenge on him,
wouldn't it?" and the Two-gun Man chuckled
hoarsely.
"It sartinly would. But where could yer· hide
her?"
"Oh, I've got a good place for that. The thini;c
to do is to ,rit bold of her without runnin' the
chances of gittin' shot. It might sound funny
to hear the Two-g-un Man talk like this. I never
was afraid of gittin' shot bv any one afore. But
I am now, an' there ain't no use in ,tryin' to deny
it."
- "If I kin help yer out an:v jest tell me what
you want me to do an' I'll do it."
"You oughter help me srit hold of that gal
all right."
"I don't know how I · kin."
"Kinder keep an eye 011 her an' let me know
if she ,roes out to-night. Most likely after isupper them gals will want tt- walk along an' stop
in some of the stores. Ma1·be Young- Witlcl West
an' his pards will go with 'em, an' maybe they
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won't. If it happens that they don't I'll git the
gal all right."
''I'll 'tend to t hat part of it for yer . I'll keep
a good watch, F r isco."
"All right, then. The minute you find out
t here's anything- like a chance jest come an' let
me know. I'm g-oin' to hang around here till
after dark, anyhow. Maybe as oon a s m v nerves
i?its in proper shape I'll stir up thinl!"s ag'in.
But I iion't know whether I'd better do it or not.
I s'pose, though," and he shook his head, "if I
don't the g aloots a round here will begin to think
t hat I'm done. I'll stir 'em up, anyhow, Pansy.
I'll have t o do it. But I'll wait till jest about
dark."
'" Use your own j udinnent," was the repl y, and
t l:en seeing t hat t he Two-gun Ma n wa s inclined
to take a little na1> on the t able. Pa nsy Pete
arose and left him to him self.

CHAPTER V.-Wild And His Part ners Are
Startled.
Things were rathe r Quiet after the Two-J?·un
Man left the hotel. Even H op Wah seemed inclined to take it easy for a while. and the result
was that nothing out of t he ordinary occurred.
W hen the bell rang- fo r supper Young Wild West
and his friends were not lonir in a ssembling in
the little dining- room. All had good aopetites ,
a s might be suppo ed , fo r t he out-door life the y
led and the continuous exercise they took was
bound to make them strong and hard y. When
the meal was over ·wild and his partners went
with the 1tirls to t he rather narrow porch at
the end of the house. This did not overlook the ·
str·eet, but from it they could see a big part of
the town. The y all sat there until it was nearly
dark, and then Anna nodded to the scout and •
said:
"I would like t o 2:et something- at one of the
stores. Suppose we take a walk ? "
"Goin' to do what you call a little shoppin',
eh? " Charlie answered: with a grin. "Well, don't
count on me for that. I ain't goin' in no store
with vou women folk s while you're lookin' at
everythinl?" they've got to sell in the way of
women's ribbons an' finery. I reckon it's safe
enoul?"h for yer t o iro to any of the stores here
without us bein' with ver."
"Oh, I suppose it's safe enough," she answered,
with a laugh_ " But I thought perhaps you might
need something."
" Maybe I do need a couple of pairs of socks .
But you kin buv 'em for me jest as well as I
kin myself. Got any money, gal?"
"Oh, yes, I have enough, Charlie."
" Well, . if you ain't, jest say the word," and
the scout rattled a bag· of gold and silver that
was in his trousers pocket.
But he always kept his wife well supplied
with money, so it was not necessary for him to
give her any just then. Arietta and Eloise
was quite willinlt' to g-o with the scout's wife
and do the shopping she proposed. Even though
they had not thought of it before, thev now felt
that there were a few little thinl?"s they needed
themselves.
"We'll walk along- with you to the store," Wild
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said, a s they were ready to 2:0. "I suppose we
had better visit . a few places in town, for if we
don't the friends we have here will feel disappointed. We haven't called on any of them yet."
"That's the idea, Wild," the scout spoke up,
nodding his head approvingly. "We want to go
1an' see the
head boss of the big smelter. too.
He's a fine man. I've been expectin' he would
show up at the hotel afore this. But maybe he's
been so busy he ain't heard that we're here.
We'll find him all right."
"No doubt of it if he's in the town," and the
voung- deadshot now led the way from the porch
to the store.
All six walked leisurely along until thev came
to the store the g-irls meant to do their shopping
at. It was not a great distance from the hotel,
and was one of the kind of places where almost
everything- needfultljs offered for sale. But the
proprietor had an eye for business, and he catered strongly for the female trade. One side
of the store was devoted almost entirely to it,
and as our friends paused before the place they
saw that as many as half a dozen women and
girl ~ were beina, waited on by the clerks.
"Go right on it, girls," Wild said, smilinJdY.
"I suppose it will take you about an hour before
you l?"et through. By that time we'll be back,
because we don't mean to stop but a few minutes
in any one place."
·
"All rig-ht, Wild," Arietta called out, laughingly, and then they parted company, the girls goinir into the store and the younl?" deadshot and
his partners starting leisurely up the street.
The onlv lights the street afforded were those
that came from the busine&s places. At the
time of which we write Tombstone was nothing
more than a mining camp, and things were in a
· rather crude state there. Wild and his partners
went on until they came to a little hill, and
mounting this proceeded on until they came to
the office of the big- smelting company. It happened -that the man Charlie was anxious to see
was there at the time. He had been away and
had only returned an hour before, and · since
that time had been busy fixing up his books.
He had not finished his books when the three
came in, but he Quickly threw aside his books
and greeted them warmly. The fact that they
had helped him out durinl?" a big strike no doubt
caused him to feel more than kindly toward
them.
"I am so glad to meet vou, boys!" he exclaimed, as he shook hands with them. "What can
I do for you? It is indeed a surprise to see you
here."
"I reckon· you can't do anything- particular for
us, boss," our hero answered, in his cool and
easy way. "We just happened to drop into
Tombstone, and after eating supper we thought
we- might take a walk up this way and see how
you were getting alonl?". We don't intend to
re!nain here a great while, unless you have somethmg- for us to do."
"Thank you for saying that, Wild," and the
man smiled pleasantly. "But just now everything- seems to be running: along smoothly. All
the men seem to be satisfied with the wages they
are receiving, and it looks· as thoult'h the ·next
time dividends are declared the stockholders of
the company will beg-in to think that they have
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made a ,g-ood investment. About the only trouble
we are having- about here is made by a fellow
thev cali the Two-g-un Man. No one seems to
like him a great deal, though I suppose, of course,
he has some friends. But he has g-ot to be a
regular terror in the camp, and once or twice
he has openly insulted me when there was no
cause for him to do it whatever. But I don't
pay much attention to' such things. I am too
busy for that, and my experience has taught me
not to ming-le with such fellows or g-et into rows with them." ·
"We have met the Two-gun Man," Wild answered, coolly. "I reckon he isn't half as dangerous as he's cracked up to be. I have had the
satisfaction of calling- him twice, and each time
he came down as g-entlv as a feather."
"What!" and the superintendent of the smelting- plant looked at the bov in amazement. "You
have called Frisco Joe and ·he came down as light
as a feather, eh?"
"That's rig-ht. boss."
"Well, I shouldn't be J;!:reatly surprised at hearing- it, for I have seen enoug-h of what you can
ck to make me believe that it would take a worse
man than Frisco Joe to g-et the best of you."
"A worse man, eh?" and the boy laughed
lightly.
"Well, I might have said a better man. But
you know what I mean."
· "Yes, I understand. boss. But it's all right.
Frisco Joe isn't at all dangerous. Of course, I
have 110 doubt that he would do lots of mean
things if he J!.'Ot the chance. But when he knows
that he's J!,'ot to be careful how he acts he's
bound to 11:0 it a little easy. The next time you
meet him just tell him that I say he is nothin.l!.'
but a bi.I!.' bluffer and that you don't want him to.
interfere with vou a.l!,'ain or offer the least kind
of an insult to him. I reckon that will fix him
all rig-ht."
"I don't know as I would care to even say
that to him, Wild," and the superintendent i;hook
his head and shru.l!,'g-ed his shoulders. "While I
have no doubt that he would wilt when I mentioned your name to him, it might incense him
to do something- worse after you have left Tombstone."
"Oh, no!" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, quickly.
"After we have left Tombstone it ain't likely
that the Two-gun Man will be here. He'll either
be dead bv that time, or else hittin' the trail
for some other place. That sneakin' coyote ain't
goin' to be allowed to hanir around here much
lcnl!er, an' you kin bet all you're worth on it,
boss."
"So that is how it is, eh?"
'·That's jest about the size of it. Ain't I right,
Wild?"
"I don't know exactly about that, Charlie,"
the voung- deadshot answered. "It all depends
upon· how the fellow acts. He shot a man this
afternoon when it was entirely 1:1ncalled for.
Of course. it was the man's own fault, I suppose,
,rn<l I can't helo feeling- that I am somewhat re!'poJ1sible for it, too. Just because Frisco Joe
took water from me this man thinks he can make
him do the same thing, and he starts trouble
with him. But he 1rot shot, and l suppose another feather ha!< been added to Fri,:co Joe's cap."
"If we could 0111\' establish somethinir like real

law and ord.e r here how much better things
would be," said the superintendent.
"It could be done, boss, but it might take
quite a little time to do it. I wish we had the
time, for if we had we mil".ht stay here long
enough to fix things up in shape. But even if
we did I suppose it would not be a great while
before things would be driftinir back into the
same old rut. A hustling- mininir camp like
Tombstone can't be expected to be run like an
ordinary · town or village in a peaceful part of
the country."
"I suppose not."
Then the superintendent put on his hat, and
after lookin.l!.' at his watch, said:
"Well, boys, I don't want to hurry you away
from here any, but sinr.e I have given up my
books I begin to feel as thouirh I want something ,
to eat. I haven't had supper yet. If you don't
mine\ we'll walk over to the notel together. I
suppose vou are stopping- at Slocum's?"
''Yes, that's ri.l!.'ht."
"Well, I'll iret something to eat over there,
then. Is it a.l!,'reeable for you to go with me?"
"We'll walk along part of the wav with you.
We want to stop in a place or two· before we go
back."
"All right. I won't attempt to <lo anything
more in the way of business to-night, and I'll
seP YOU after I have had somethinir to eat."
The four then left the office and started back
over the hill. Before they had gone verv far
a couple of men stopped our hero and his partners and irreeted them warmly, They were old
friendl', and excm,ing- himself, the su-perintendent went on to the hotel. Wild and his partners
accepted an invitation from one of the men to
go into the place and have something. While
neither our hero nor Jim Dart drank anything
strong, they did smoke a cigar occasionally,
They met several others thev knew, and the
result was they remained in the place for nearly
half an hour. Then they went outside and walked on in the direction of the hotel. As they
neared the Gilt Edge Saloon, which was the hanJ!'out of the Two-gun Man, a yell suddenly sounded, and then two or three shots were fired withi11 it.
"WHd, I reckon Frisco Joe is stirrin' up things
ag'in," Cheyenne Charlie said, as he stopped
and looked into the place. "That's his voice as
sure as guns."
"I reckon you're right, Charlie," was the reply. "Suppose we J!.'0 inside and see what is goinir on."
"That .iest suits me. Come on."
Then the scout stepped forward quickly and
was the first to push open the screen door.
There were p1·obabl1 twentv men inside the long
barroom, and they were scurryinir to · iret out
of the way, for walking up and down at the
further end of the room was the Two-gun Man.
Crack! crack! He fil.:ed two shots just as the
scout entered. But he was shooting at the ceiling, ,;o there was really no danger. Wild and
Jim followed Charlie inside, and then the Twogun Man happened to recognize them all. He
stopped yellinir instantlv and stood with his revolvers turned toward the floor.
"Hello, hos,;!" Wild called out to the man who
owned the saloon. "Is there anv charge for
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this entertainment? If there is we are willing
to pay."
"I reckon there ain't no charge, Young Wild
West," the man answered quickly, for he had
seen our friends before. "But I jest wish you
would put a stop to it. Frisco Joe is on the
·rampage to-day, which most likely you know."
"Yes, I suppose you can call it somethinlt like
long as he don't send his bullets close to us he
don't see why we should trv . to stop him. So
long as he don't send his bulelts close to us he
can go ahead. This is his hang-out, so I can't
understand why you should find fault with the
way he acts."
"But it's hurtin' mv business."
"That may be true. But we are not here to
help vou run your business. Let the Two-gun
Man go his full length, if he wants to."
But Frisco Joe had already gone the limit.
The sight of the young· deadshot and his partners took the nerve away from him instantly,
and without saying- another word he dropoed
his guns back into the holsters an<l then sneaked ,
out of the back door of the saloon. Chevenne
Charlie called out, jeeringly to him. but received
no reply. Then it was not long before the crowd
was flocking about our three friends.
Nearly every man there pretended to be great
friends to them, but for the m_ost part thev were
a bad-looking lot, and Wild and his partners
did not encourage them any. However, they remained in there for something like fifteen minutes, listening to what was said and answering
the questions that were occasionallv put to them.
The store where the girls had 1<one to do their
shopping was almost directly opposite the saloon,
·and thinking it about time for them to be ready
to go back to the hotel, Wild presentlv sug_g ested that they go over and see how they were
_;making: out. As they started for the door a
man came hurriedly inside.
"Is Young Wild V,'iest here?" he asked, excitedly.
"I reckon I am," the yourg- deadshot retorted,
facing him quickly. "What's the trouble?"
"Somethin' has happened to one of the gals
what's with ver. She can't be found. The other
two jest went into the store, thinkin' she was
there. They asked me to find yer and tell yer
about it."
· '.'Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
his face paling· slightly. "Let's -git out of here,
Wild. Somethin' is dead wrong."
Though startled at what the man said, Young
Wild West did not lose one bit of his coolness.
Without making- a rePlv to the scout he bounded
outside the saloon and hurried across the street
to the stoxe.
CHAPTER VI.-The Abduction of Arietta.
When Frisco Jo.~ hurried!',( left the -Gilt Edge
Saloon it was because he feared to remain there
in the presence of Y oun/.l,' Wild West and his
partners. Since he had been called by our hero
twice the starch seemed to have been completely
taken out of him, so to speak. But this was
onlv when he was in tlie presence of the boy.
Re had no idea that by going out just then he
was goin.l!.' to fall into what he a little later called
a big streak of luck. But such was the case.
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It was fated for it to be that way. He had
scarcely got outside when he was met by Pansy
Pete, the g-ambler.
"Hello, Frisco!" the latter exclaimed, showing
no little pleasure. "I heard you yellin' an'
shootin' in. there, an' I was afraid I couldn't git
vou to come out right away. You're jest the
one I want. Everything- is all right to · get one
of them g-als. They're over at the store now.
an' I happen to know that they're about ready
·
t0 leave an'. go back to the hotel." ·
"Is that so?" and the Two-g·un Man gave a
start.
Then he looked _61neasi!y at the door he had
just closed behind nim, for he knew that Youn'g
Wild West and his partners were still in the
saloon. ·
"You had better hurry up," the gambler said,
persuasiyely. "If you want to !!:it Young Wild
West's sweetheart in your power now is the time
to do it. It's only a few steps to the hotel,
but it's putty dark between the store an' there.
It won't take much to git the g·a! an' run between
the two shanties over there back in the gully.
I'll help yer, 'cause I'm satisfied it kin be done
without any of 'em knowin' who does it."
"All right!" exclaimed Frisco Joe. "Here's
my chance, an' I might as well make the best of
it. Come on."
He followed the gambler around the side of
the shanty saloon, and as he reached the corner
of the front they were just in time to see the
three girls come from the store. Arietta, Anna
and Eloise were talking and laughing merrily,
for they had finished their shopping and not
seeing anything qf Wild and his partners were
going to walk back to the hotel without them.
But, - as has been said, the distance was short.
It could not have been. more than a couple of
hundred feet, in fact, though it was quite dark
between the two places.
Pap.sy Pete started to cross the street, taking
care to go further to the left, so they would
escape being seen by anv one who might be looking out of the window of the .saloon. Just then
they saw· one of the girls stop and then say
something hurriedly to her companions. Having
done this she turned and ran back to the store,
while the other two walked on. It was Arietta
who had gone back. She remembered havin_g- left
something on the counter and was iroing back
for it. This was just the opportunity the two
villains wanted. Across the street they went,
and both succeeded in .e-ettini into the shadows
before Youn_g- Wild West's sweetheart again
came out of the store.
Anna and Eloise were walkin_g- alonl?' ahead,
probably fifty feet from! them. Pansy Pete was
quite an adept in such villainy, it seemed. He
drew a rather large handkerchief -from his
pocket, and nodding to his companion said:
"We'll both grab the gal at one time, an'
afore she gits a cbance to let out a yell I'll
have this handkerchief stuffed in her mouth. Then
all we've got to do is to jump back there in the
dark an' make our way b.etween the two shanties.
You know where the gully is jest as well as I
do. Once we git there we kin tie ner an' gag
her so she can't make herself heard."
"All right, I'll grab her quick enough, an'
don't vou forgit it, Pansy," was the reply.
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Arietta started to run so she might catch up
with Anna and Eloise. But she had not gone
more than ten feet before the two men sprang
u pon her and, true to their calculations, she was
prevented from makin.e: the least bit of an outcry. She struggled hard to free herself. of
course, but it was of no avail. and in less than
half a minute she had been carried bodily through
the darkness to the little gully. It is doubtful
if Frif;co Joe would have known exactly what
to do if it had not been for his newly found
f riend. Pansy Pete seemed to understand the
situation perfectly, and he had a stout cord in
readiness when the girl wa permitted to rest
her feet uoon the ground.
"Take this cord," he said, in a whisper, "an'
while I keep the handkerchief in her mouth
you tie her hands behind her. Hurry, for it won't
be but a very short time afore they'll be after
us."
The Two-.1:rnn Man knew how to tie a knot. all
right, and with wonderful quickness he fastened
the girl's hands behind her back so there was
no possibility of her freeing- them. Then while
he held her, Pansy Pete fixed an improvised gag
in Arietta's mouth'. All this did not take more
than a minute, and then the two were ready to
proceed further with their captive.
"I believe you said you had a Jrood place to
take her to," the Jrambler whispered. "Show the
wav to it, an' we'll soon git her there."
"Come on. I've g-nt a shantv where she'll be
i;afe. It ain't an ordinary shanty, either, 'cause
the feller what had ;t built was tryin' to do a
little counterfeitin',. so I heard. There's one 'part
t.o it that nobody knows anything- about. an'
that's under the ground. There ain't many shanties around here that's got a cellar -in 'em. But
this one has, an' it ain't a little cellar, either. It's
a regular room."·
Back over a sandy stretch where only a few
prickly shrubs were growinl!" the two hurried
along with Young Wild West's sweetheart. At
first Arietta refused to take a step, but when she
found that they were goinl!" to carry her sne
thought better of it and permitted ·h erself to be
led by them.
"You're a wise gal, -all right," Frisco Joe said
to her in a low tone of voice. as he placed his
mouth close to her ear. "I reckon you'll be all
right in a little while. You're Young· Wild West's
gal, an' you're jest the one that -I want. That
kid has called me, an' I'm g-oin' to have revenge,
gal. You're awful putty, I know, though I can't
see vou in the dark. But jest imagine how I'll
kiss yer when I git you to the shanty. When
YouJ:1g- Wild West hears about that he'll 1<0 wild
for fair. Maybe he won't ever see yer ag'in,
'cause it's a putty sure thing- that you'll fall in
love with me, an' forgit all about him afore you
have been in my company many hours."
This caused Arietta to make a despe1·ate strugg-le to free hers-elf. But she was held tightly,
and, findin1< it useless, she once more calmed
down and permitted herself to be .hurried over
the sandy stretch. It seemed to be a long time,
but finally a shout was heard, and . then the g·irl
and her two captives knew that a pursuit had
started. But the two villains kept on, and in
about five minutes the hanty the Two-gun Man
had spokim of was reached.

It lay hidden among some rocks, nearlv a
quarter of a mile fro,n the store where the abduction had occurred . There was no other building quite near it, but even if there had been it
is , doubtful if any one would have noticed the
three as they entered the shanty.
"Here yer are, gal," the Two-gun Man exclaimed, .iubilantly. "Jest hold .her, Pansy. till
I git a li1<ht, so I kin git her in the room what's
unjler the floor."
No doubt Arietta would have .e:iven 'an anl<wer
if she could, but the handkerchief was tied • so
tightlN over her mouth it was almost chokinl?
the breath from her. She did the best she couldand breathed through her nostrils, and after
what seemed to be several minutes, a lantern
was lighted by one of the villains and then a
table at one side of the single room of the shanty
was lifted aside and a trap-dQor lifted.
"Go on down with the light, Pansy," Frisco
Joe said to his companion.' "I'll let the gal down
to yer. It's a rather steep ladder that's there,
so look out you don't take a tumble an' break
your neck."
"I'll see to that part of it, Frisco," was the
reply, and then the p-ambler promptlv took the
lantern and descended the steep flight of steps
to the floor below.
The room, if such it could be called. was about
the same size as the one above it. But there was
nothing like a window to it, though it appeared
perfectlv dry. Once he got below, Pansy put
the ladder on the rough, board floor that was
there, and then went part! v up the ladder and
held up his hands.
"Let her come, Frisco," he said. "I'm ready
now."
"Right yer are. then."
Then Arietta was lifted bodily and lowered
through the rather small opening. The ,?ambler
caug·ht her as she came down and deposited her
gently upon her feet, after which the Two-gun
Man descended.
"Well, here we are!" the latter e:ii;:claimed,
jubilantly. "This place was built for the purpose
,of runnin' a counterfeitin' g·ame, so I've heard
tell. There ain't many livin' in Tombstone as
knows about it, an' them what does know besides ain't got no idea that I know it. That's
why it ain't likely a11y one would ever think
of lookin' fo1· the gal here. They wouldn't look
for me here, so why wou'Id they look for her?"
"You seem to think that this piece af business will be laid to you, then, Frisco," the gambler said.
"Laid to me! Why, if I thought it wouldn't I
wouldn't feel so good about it. I want it to be
laid to me. I want Young Wild West to know
that it was me what stole his gal. That's one
way I'm gittin' 1·evenge, ain't it?"
"Yes, that's true enou1<h. But haven't you
thought •it over? An' even though Y oun1< Wild
West knows that vou're responsible for the abductioh of the gal you wouldn't hardly dare to go
near him to see how he acts about it."
"I wouldn't, eh? I'm the Two-gun Man, Pam;,•.
Don't you think that I'm afraid to go back ril;'ht
to the Gilt Edg:e Saloon. Young Wild West might
feel sure that I took the gal in' all that. !Jut
he won't be able to prove it, unless you might
·
. weaken and tell him."
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"Pshaw! that's nonsense!" and Pansy Pete and not being- able to hear anything, quickly be-shrug-ged his sl\.iulders. "You don't think I would came satisfied that it was safe to leave the place.
tell about it, do you? Why, the fact is that I _ "Come on, Frisco," he said, in a low tone of
·really proposed sich a thing."
voice. "I reckon everything is all Tight."
"No, you didn't, Pansy. You said somethin'
But the Two-g-un Man was very cm:itious about
about ·it, but I was the one as proposed it."
it, and even after he got outside he looked in
"Well, that's all right, then. I know you every direction and listened intently before startwouldn't tell that I had anything to do with it, ing away at a walk. It seemed ·t hat luck was
even thoug-h you g-ot cornered putty tight,"
with the villains, for to all appearances there was
"Not me. ·I wouldn't tell a thing I didn't want no one within seeing or hearing distance of them.
to tell, not if I was g-oin' to be killed for it the Pursuing a roundabout course, thev went· on until
verv next minute."
they struck the..thicklv populated part of the
"An' I wouldn't, either, Frisco. But are we g·o- mining camp close under the hill upon which was
in' to stav here for a while, or shall we leave built the big smelting- plant. . Then it was but
the ,goal here an' go on about our business, so as a few seconds before they met a man hurrying
to make it appear that we were right in the that way.
heart of the town at the time?"
"Seen anything- of her?" the latter exclaimed,
"I reckon we had better git out of here 1·ight a s he came to a pause.
away. It ain't a very nice ?>lace to leave her,
"Seen anything of who?" the Two-g-un Man
especially with that handkerchief tried in her demanded, as though he did not like ' to be admouth like that. But it can't be helped. She's dressed in that manner.
got to stay here for a few hours, maybe all night,
"Oh, it's you, eh, Frisco Joe?" the man re'cause the least bit of a cry from her might be torted, somewhat timidly. "I thought maybe you
heard bv them what's look.in' for her. We'll jest was lookin' for the gal, what got lost- S"omehow."
see that she's tied good an' tight an' then we'll
"I ain't lookin' for no gal, an' don't intend . to.
leave the lantern burnin' low here so as to kinder What gal is it?"
·
help her out a little, an' off we'll go. We'll shut
"One of Young- Wild West's gals. The three
the trap-door an' put the table over it an' then of 'em was in the store, an' when they come out
sneak out of the shanty an' then wait until we one of 'em forgot somethin' an' went back. The
g-it a good chance to git back to the Gilt Edge others walked along, an' when they got putty
Saloon. Jest help me see to her, 'cause I want near to Slocum's hotel they found she wasn't
to be sure that the1·e ain't no chance of her git- comin' yet. Then they went back, an' couldn't
·tin' loose."
find her nowhere. There's a big- time -b een raised
Arietta listened to everything that was said. on account of it, an' Young Wild West an' his
She was just the least hit relieved when she found pards has g-ot a crowd lookin' for her. They say
that the two villains ~ant .to go away and leave as how some one has abducted her, or somethin'
her there alone. So much faith did she have in like that."
"Well, let 'em abduct her. I don't care nothin'
her dashing young lover that she felt certain
that it woula not be long before he had tracked about it, do you, Pansy?"
"It ain't none of my affair, that's sartin," the
her to the shanty. She knew she might be able
to make sufficient noise to attract the attention gambled retorted, making out that he was not at
of any one who entered it, so she was quite calm all interested.
"Well, I'm goin' 1to try an' find her, 'cause I
as the two villains examined the knots and reheard .iest now that Young Wild ' West would be
adjusted the handkerchief in her · mouth.
"Gal," said the Two-gun Man, as he . picked up apt to give a feller a couple of hundred. dollars
the lantern and pointed toward a corner. " you'll if the g-al was found in a hurry."
Then the man, who was an ordinary laborer
find somethm' to set down on over there, or if
at the smelter, hurried along and proceeded with
you want to vou kin lay down."
Arietta looked in the direction, and saw a his search. Satisfied that they had made a great
pile of ewpty bag-s and what appeared to be · a success of it, the Two-g-un Man and the g-amb1er
few folded blankets. She tried to say something; proceeded on until they came to the Gilt Edg·e
for she wanted to make it appear that she was Saloon, which thev entered in a leisurelv way,
very much frightened at the thought of being left finding· it to be almost completely vacated. ·
there alone. But the Two-gun Man, turned and,
without another word, ascended the steep flight
of stairs that was really nothing- more t han a
CHAPTER VIL-Arietta Is Free.
ladder and stepped upon the floor above. The
£ambler was after him quickly enough, and a s
Young- Wild West and his partners did not
soon a s he was out the trap-door was shut down stop until they reached the front of the store.
and the table placed over it .
The scout's wife and .Eloise Gardnerwere waiting
"There you are!" Frisco Joe exclaimed. "No for them, and both were very much excited.
"What's the trouble, girls?" the young- deadorie would ever think there --was a trap-door
there, much less a good big room under. the shot asked, in his cool and easy way. "Take it
shanty. Now, then, if everything is all right easy and tell just what has happened. I know
we'll sneak outside an' git back to the Gilt Edge that Ariettit has disappeared in some fashion,
but she can't be very far away."
Saloon."
Anna .Quickly related just what had happened
"That's the thing- to do," was the reply, and
- then Pansy Pete found the way to the door of as far as she knew. The fact was that the two
the shanty and, openinir it a little way, tried to had thought Arietta was following- them, and
had not looked back until they were nearly to
pierce the darkness outside.
,
He could see no sig·ns of any one approaching, the hotel, and then not seeing- her, thev had
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started back to look for her. But the storekeeper
had said she went out as soon as she found what
she had left upon the counter.
There was a sort of mystery to it, and no wonder Anna and Eloise g-rew excited over it. But
it was not the first time that Young Wild West's
sweetheart had been abducted bv his enemies. He
asked only two or three Questions, and then he
beg-an looking- about for some place that the girl
mig-ht have been carried to. He had not the
least doubt that somebody had seized her and
carried her away in foe darkness. Even if the
Two-gun Man was not responsible for it he had
!~e~ie!n;h~la::~·e liable to appear at any \ime
' Wild was not prepared to accuse anv particular
one of the abduction. What he wanted to do
first was to find his sweetheart. When this was
done he would endeavor to punish the- guilty
ones. A crowd had gathered by this time, and
there wei:e many men there eager to join in the
pursuit. Wild knew that they could help him
a whole lot, possibly, so he told them to do
their best and make a thorough search. Then
he started toward the hotel, and striking almost
the exact spot where the girl had been \seized,
·
he paused and said to his partners.
"Boys, it looks as thoug-h the thing- mig-ht l1ave
been clone rig·ht here. Here's about the darkest
place between the store and the hotel, and a
couple of men could easily have seized Arietta
and carried her away without g-iving her a chance
to make an outcry. I reckon we'll g·o this way,
anyhow. Come on."
Rig-ht upon the very trail the young- deadshot
led the way, and soon reached the little gully.
But it was too dark to find anything- in the way
of'-a clue, and even thoug-h he lighted a couple
of matches and looked at the ground, no fresh
footprints could be discovered. It happened that
the g-round was pretty hard a.t that point, and
none would be apt to show. The three went the
full Ieng-th of · the gully, which did not extend
very far, and soon found themselves close to the
bil? ore-crusher that. was located on the side
of the hill near the smelter. They met several
men here who had started in the search, and
finding that nothing- had been seen or heard of
the l!'irls, they were much disappointed. But
the search was kept up and in less than half an
hour .a s many as fifty men had joined in.
Shanties were visited, and those occupyingthem Questioned sharply, but in no case did any
one show signs of trying- to conceal anythingfrom them. It continued for nearly two hours,
and at the expiration of that time Young- Wild
West and his partners we1·e back at the hotel,
willing to admit that they were stumped.
"There's only one thing- about it, boys," the
young- deadshot said, shaking- his head. "We
can't do anything- in the darkness. There's no
way to find a trail, and even if the villains left
a trail I suppose it's been trampled upon so
much by the searchers that we'll have difficulty
in seeinJl.' it when daylight comes. But notwithstanding- all this, Al'ietta must be found. We
must find her before rooming-,· too. Now, then,
since we can't seem to discover which way she
was taken, the thing- to do is to find those who
were 1·es))on$ible for it. We'll g-o over to the

Gilt Edg-e Saloon. I have an idea that we'll
filJd them there. Come on, boys."
Charlie and Jim understood what he meant perfectly. They had thou~:ht right along- that the
Two-g·tm Man had planned the abduction, and
that it was he who had, with the aid of some
one else, carried Arietta to some hiding- place
not far distant. They followed the boy to the
saloon, which was pretty well filled now ·by those
who had been engaged in the search and others.
Wild looked sharply about and was not long in
dis_covering- Frisco Joe in the rear room, his head
lying upon a table. He gave a nod of satisfaction when he saw him and, turning to his partners, said, in a low tone of voice:
"There's the Two-gun Man. ' He certainly took
part in the abduction. Let's find the one who
helped him."
"How about the g-ambler, Wild?" Jim Dart
·
sugg-ested.
"I was thinking- of him. There he is over
there, playing- cards. I reckon we'll question him
first."
Young Wild West was what mig-ht be called
desperate just then. He was really worried a
whole lot over the disappearance of his sweetheart, and was Quite ready to g-o to the limit in
his efforts to save her. ·
"Hello, there, Pansy Pete!" he called out.
abruptly, as he strode up to the table where
the g·ame of draw poker was in prog-ress. "I
reckon it's about time you told us where the
young li.dy is."
Cool as he was, the gambler was taken completel v by surprise, and his face paled sliii;htly as
e boy.
he turned and looked at
"Speak out!" Wild commended, at the -same
time showing a revolver. "You know where the
younc:r lad" is, and I'll g-ive you just ten seconds
to ans,°l'er."
"You're wrong, Young- Wild West, you're
wrong-!" cried Pansy Pete, . startifig to his feet.
"I don't know anything- about it."
"Do you want to die, you sneaking- coyote?"
The boy's eyes flashed dangerously as he asked
the question, and the revolver was thrust a couple
of inches closer to the villain's face.
"I don't know a thing- about the g-al!" cried
Pansy Pete, his face turni~ paler than ever.
"Don't shoot me, Young- Wild West. I'm inno,
cent."
But his actions did not show that he was
speaking the. truth, for there was a certain g-uilty ·
look upon his face that more than one man noticed.
"I reckon if you know anything- about the .11':al
you had better out with it, Pansy," one of the
card-players sug-gested.
He happened to be one who had made a diligent search and was a friend to Young- Wild
West and his partners. The gambler looked
around in a helpless sort of way, and presently
his eyes rested upon the sleeping- Two-gun Man.
That was Quite enoug-h to make Wild thor<fuirhly
eonvinced that he had hit the nail upon the head.
"You helped him do it, didn't you?" he said.
noddinll.' toward Frisco Jee.
"I-I--"
"Speak out, or off goes the top of your head."
"I'll vo an' see if I kin find her," the g-ambler
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exclaimed, suddenly, and then without waiting- an
"Oh, it isn't such a bad place, Charlie. But
instant he turned and made a bolt for the door. don't shoot him. Put him dow~ there and keep
Wild ran after him and called out:
·
him a prisoner if you want to, but I can't let you
"If vou don't find her inside of ten minutes kill him."
.
we'll hang- the Two-gun Man and then come to
"All right, I'll put him down there, then."
look for you."
As the scout said this he made a sµdden jump,
·1t n1c,st have been that Frisco .Joe was sleeo- and catching
repentant scoundrel unawares,
in~ Quite soundly, for never once did he raise his · landed a blow the
·h is chin that sent him back
head. He was snoring away and occasionally to the opening.upon
Pansy Pete made a desperate
moving slightly, but that was all. Wild nodded effort to save himself,
but failed in doing so, and
to Charlie and said:
"Follow . that fellow and make sure that he down he went, landing upon the floor below in a
confused heap. The scout then quickly closed the
doei:; not try to trick us."
. "Right yer are, Wild," and the scout promptly trap-door and m0ved the .t able over it .
"I rnckon that ain't quite heavy enough to keep
ran eut, and crossing the street, was soon moving
the door down, Arietta," he observed, as he _looked
on through the darkness towartl the gully.
He could hear the footsteps of the man ahead, about the room. "There's a stove. Maybe tlmt
so he knew he would not be ant to be lost. will help a little bit."
Meanwhile, thoioughlv frightened, the gambler
He quickly dragged the stove, which was ql!,ite
meant to go and liberate the girl prisoner. Once heavy, to the spot, and pushing the table aside,
or twice he looked behind him, but Charlie was placed it upon t'he trapdoor. Then he piled everyclever enough to keen out of sig·ht and hearing, thing else he could find in the room, which was
so finally he paused before the doo1· of the rather barely furnished, upon the stove, and with
shanty. As he opened it and went inside the a nod of satisfaction turned to Arietta and e.xscout leaped forward lightly and was right at claimed:
the door.
"Great g·im1ets! You're sartinly good for sore
Pansy Pete struck a match, and -then pushing eyes, Arietta. I didn't think of sich a thing as
the table aside, lifted the trap-door. Charlie saw we would find yer so quick. We'll go on now,
the light that shone as this happened, and could 'cause I reckon that sneakin' galoot won't be able
hardlv suppress an exclamation of exultation. to git out for a while. There's somethin' goitlg
Dowri went the gambler and, reaching the floor, to happen to the Two-gun l\f3.n mighty quick now,
he hurried to the girl, who was sitting upon the an' don't you try to stop it, either. You oughter
pile of bags and blankets in surprise. and said: · be mighty glad to think that I found yer."
"Well, mis , I have come to let you go. I
"I certainly am very glad, Charlie," th~ git"!
hope you'll do me a good turn an' not let Young
Wild West have me hung. The boy seemed to answered, for she was quite cool now. "I can't
know that I had somethin' to do with it, , an' I get back to the hotel any too quickly. I won't say
had to own uo that I had an' I told him I'd come a word in favor of the scoundrel you knocked
· through the trap-door, but he spoke to me so
an' git yer."
pleadingly that, of course, I couldn't see him
Then he Quickly removed the handkerchief shot."
from her mouth and proceeded to untie her hands.
"Well, I didn't mean to shoot him," and the
Arietta'.s face was illumined with pure joy now.
While it had been anything· but pleasant to re- scout laughed lightly. "I jest said that to scare
: main in the place so long, she felt that it was him. I know Wild wouldn't like- anything like
all over now, and the tho11ght of g·etting- back that done, an' you do, too.''
"Yes, but· you spoke just as though you meant
to her friends made her feel like a new being-.
"Sneak up, miss," Pansv Pete said, pleadingly. it, Carlie.''
"Say that vou'll see to it that I won't g-it hurt."
"Did I? Well, I'm a putty good actor, I
"I'll not sav anything of the kind," she re- reckon. But come on. We're only wastin' time
torted firmly, and then she walked deliberately here."
to the' laddei· and started to ascend it. The g-irl
As they turned to leave, Charlie reached down
had been relieved of her revolver, of course, and and picked up the lantern.
when she reached the floor above she waited for
"I reckon that thing ain't no good," he said,
the vi~lain to come up;
and then, swinging it over his head a couple of
"I'd like to ·have my 1·evolver," she said, Quietly. times, he let it go with a smash against the front
"I ain't got it, miss," Pansy Peter retorted. of the shanty.
"You kin search me if you want to, but Frisco
The oil in it became instantly ignited, and the
Joe took it."
boards being dry and rotten, the building caught
"Never mind, Arietta," p,, voice said near her, fire. But neither
Charlie nor Arietta took note
and then turninit she saw· Cheyenne Charlie
standing in the doorway, his face illumined with of this, and hurried on, taking the shortest cut
possible for the hotel. When they were halfa happy smile.
"Oh · Charlie!" she exclaimed, turning to him way there they looked back and saw a blaze. But
and s;izing- him by the hand. "It was Quite an both thought it was simply the burning oi.1.
Straight for the hotel they went, and reaching
experience I ood, but it's all right now."_
.
"I reckon it must have been. Jest wait a mm- it, found Anna and Eloise in waiting.
"Here she is, gals!" the scout called out. "I
ute. 'We'll have to fix this sneakin' coyote afo1·e
we go. I reckon I'd better put a couple of holes; reckon it didn't take long to find her, after all.''
The next minute Arietta was being hugged by
through him an' let him drop into that there cellar. What kind of a place is it down there, any- Anna and Eloise, who were overjoyed at seeing
her back rnfe and sound.
how?"
·
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large enough to i:.hoot down the broad side of a
house.
"That's him now, Young Wild Vvest," some one
called out. "This is Sheriff Jackson."
Young Wild West did not take a great deal of
"How are y:iu, sheriff?" Wild said, in his cool
stock in what Pa:rsy Pete said, but he knew that and easy war, as he started to meet the man, at
Cheyenne Charlie would surely follow the villain, the same time nutting out his hand.
and if it was his intention to 1·un away he would
"Young Wild West!" exclaimed the sheniff,
not get very far . Having discovered for a cer- showing no little surpri f-e. "I'm mighty glad to
tainty who the abductors of Arietta were it was me~t yel·. How in thunder are yer, ,vild?"
easy to go ahead and finish the game, so to speak.
"Fine," ·was the reply. ·•r reckon you have
But the young deads hot decided to wait until got here just in time. The Two-gun Man h,
Charlie got back before he said anything to the going to be turned over to your charge directly."
Two-Gun Man. There was no doubt that the lat"He is, eh? ''' ell, I've been expectin' someter was sound asleep, for now and then a snore thin' like that to happen right along. But it
could be heard from him . The young deadshot seems that the boys was all a little afraid of
was so cool that those in the saloon looked at him Frisco Joe. He's been on his hiirh horse in these
in wonder.
parts lonir enouirh now, an' it's about time he
No doubt they expected he would be much was put under cover. But what's he been doworked up and ~xcited over the dis::ippearance of 'irl' ?"
his sweetheart. But that was not bur hero's way,
"He hasn't done a irreat deal, sheriff, with the
as the reader well knows. He never lost his head, exception that he and a fellow the y call Pansy
and if he grew excited at all it was but for the Pete got one of our irirls and took her off somemoment. Then his coolness would return and his whe1:e. She hasn't been found yet. Pansy Pete
judgment would be as good as ever.
went out, declaring that he woul d find her, while
"Jim," he said, turning to Dart, "I reckon it Frisco Joe was asleep back there in the corner.
won't be very long before Arietta will be back to The scoundrel is asleep yet, so he knows noththe hotel. But we'll take it easy and wait until inJ!: about the confession of his pard in the matter."
Charlie comes back."
''Joe is asleep, eh?" and t he sheriff looked
Every man in the room had heard the confession of Pansy Pete, and they were all waiting ex- uneasy as he turned hi s 1?:aze toward the rear
pectantly to see what would happen when Young end of the room. "Must have been drinkin' too
·much."
Wild West awakened Frisco Joe.
Wild looked coolly at the crowd, and then nod"A little too much, I s uppose. But that
ding to the man in charge of the bar, he said:
wouldn't make anv difference. He would be very
tame, anyhow, if he was perfectly sober. You
"I reckon these fellows would like to have a
smoke. Those who don't want to smoke can drink see, I was forced to call him good and hard. and
if they like. I don't drink anything strong myself, I did it twice. If I have to do it a third time
but that is no reason why I should try to prohibit I reckon he'll be willing to crawl around on his
others from doing so. I'll have a smoke. Come hands and knees and lick U'J t he dirt from t he
floor."
on, boys."
.
"You called the Two-~·un .Man, eh ? Well, I
Even the few :n there who took no stock in the
young deadshot and his partners acepted the in- ain't at all surprised. I reckon you could calf
vitation. Wild paid the bill, and then glancing a trainload of elephants if you took the notion,
an' you could make 'em all come right down to
toward the sleeping Two-gun Man, obs~1·ved:
"I reckon Frisco Joe didn't hear me when 1 , earth, too."
"Never mind about that, sheriff. Don't flatter
mvited all hands to have something. Well, it's all
right. He'll get what's coming to him in a few me. But when I undertake to tame a bil?' bluffer,
I generally succeed. This Two-gun Man r ou
minutes now."
"What are you goin' to do, Young Wild ,vest, have here in Tombstone i. n't half as dange1:ous
hang him or turn him over to . the sheriff?" one as a good man y have been thinking-. He shot a
man to-night, though, and I suppose it was a
of the miners in the place ventured to ask.
"I certainly don't believe in lynch law, my great deal my fault, for the follow, who had been
friend," was the cool reply. "I reckon we'll tm·n drinkinl?' quite a little, seemed to t hink that if
him over to the sheriff. But where is the Frisco Joe was willinl!:' to wilt so quickly for
me he might do the same for him. That is where
sheriff?"
he made a mistake. The Two-gun Man got him.''
"He oughter be here by this time. He was ex"Who was it what got shot? " Sheriff Jackson
pected afore dark," the bartender spoke up.
asked, turninJ!.' to the partender.
"Been away, eh?"
"Tom J aggs," vas the quick reply.
"Yes, he had a little business lookin' after a
"Well, another fdbl has cashed in his chip_,
couple of horse-thieves. When he found out his then. Ja11:gs don't amount to much, an yhow. :,O
deputies wasn't doin' much he went out himself I s'pose it's all right."
the day afore yisterday. But he'll be ·back toJim could not help smilin~· as he looked at our
night, that's sartin. There's a meetin' of the hero.
•
club that's been formed upstairs, an' the sheriff
"They don't think much of a shooting here, do
is the president. He's got to be here, or the they, Wild?" he said.
meetin', can't go ahead."
''No, that's right. That's the wa y of Tomb"I'm here now," a voice called out from the stone, as it is in a great manv other places of
door, and then in stepped a big strapping man the kind. If a fellow makes a bat! break :.nd
who was armed " ·ith a pair of guns that looked gets the worst of it he doesn't receive much symCHAPTER

VIII.-The Two-Gun Man Makes
His Escape.
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pathy. I suppose it would have been different if that's sartin." was the , reply, with a shake of
the Two-1!,'un Man had shot him without j!'iving tl)e head. "Frisco Joe is a mhrhty dangerous
him a chance."
·
kid. .He's a bad man for fair, an' you kin
"You kin bet your life. it would!" the sheriff spell it with capital letters, too."
exclaimed, his eyes flashing. ·"I ain't never ex"I can't quite a.l?'ree with you," the young deadactly been afraid of the Two-gun Man, but if I shot declared, with a smile. "If it were not that
happened to be around an' seen him shoot a man my sweetheart was missing I think I'd kee • , ight
without 11:ivin' him a chance, I reckon I'd try afte1· him and trv to find him even in t he1 d ark.
r my luck on him an' bore him full of holes if I But the chances are that he won't leave Tombcould. But there ain't no use in lettin' that stone. He- is .i11.st pig-headed enough to think
bi11: 1!,'aloot be free any lonl!:er. Now is a good that he ought to stay around here and g-et re.time to catch him, for he's asleep."
Yenge. He wants me, 1' know, and the cbances
"Hold on a minute, sheriff," Wild spoke up, are he would like to get you, too, sheriff."
layim! a hand on the man's arm. ''There is no
"Oh, I know that. He's made his bra,g-s about
danl!,'er. I'll wake him up, and then you can tell tl)at," and the sheriff shook his head and shru£him that he is under arrest. He won't pull a ged his shoulders. "He said once, right in m~r
£Un, that's certain."
hearin', that if I ever got after him an' pinned
"Jest as you say, Younl?' Wild West," and the him too close he would use both J?Uns on me Jest
sheriff took the hand he had placed upon a re- the same as if I was nothin' more than a com1non
volver away.
J?aloot with no authority. Frisco Joe will keeu
At that moment the Two-1!,'un Man seemed his word, too. l'm somewhat on the shoot myto slip from his- chair. Down he went upon the self, but, of course, I don't hold a eandle to
floor, and then those in the room looked at Young Frisco Joe."
Wild West to see what he would do~ Even our
They all went back to the Gilt Edge Saloon,
,hero thought Frisco Joe had turnea in his sleep and .iust as thev reached it Cheyenne Charlie
and slipped from the chair. But such was not came runnin£ up.
the case. The villain had been awake for nearly
"Hooray! Whoopee! Wow! wow! wow!" he
five minutes, and had heard the sheriff come in yelled when he saw Young Wild West and Jim
and been listenine: to what was said. As he Dart. "Everythin£ is all right. Arietta is over
landed upon the floor, every one thoug-ht •h e at the hotel."
would l!'et to a sitting posture and look around in
"Good!" our hero exclaimed, while Jim Dart
surprise. But this was not the case. With a showed his delight b:,• stepping forward and
lig-htninl?'-like quickness the Two-gun Man leape(l grippin£ the scout's hand.
to his feet and dashed for the rear door, which
Charlie was just l!:Oin£ to tell all that had hapwas but a short distance away. Almost before pened when some one called .o ut that there waa
any one realized it he was outside.
a fire somewhere.
"Jumpin' wildcats!" exclaimed the sheriff.
"Great J!'imlets!" the scout exclaimei.1, as l1i,
"What do you think of that? The galoot has got looked in the direction. "That's the shanty the:r
had Arietta in. I knocked Pansy Pete, the galllaway!"
Young Wild West knew quite well if he ran b1er, down the trap-door and put a stove an' a
out of the rear door after him he would be lot of other things on it so he couldn't git up.
shot down before he had a chance. He thought Then I smashed the lantern ag-ainst the buildin'.
quickly and, turnin.l?' toward the front door, he But I didn't think it was goin' to set it on
fire. Me an' Arietta seen the blaze as we was
c2.lled out:
comin' away, but we didn't think it was any"Come on, Jim. We must get that fellow."
Out went the two, and as they reached the thinl!' more than the oil burnin' on the ground.
corner of the buildinl?' they could hear tll'e sound s I reckon that J!'ambler feller will git burned uv
made by running feet. The Two-gun Man had' unless he's mighty Quick at gittin' out."
struck out almost straight away from the rear
"That will never do, Charlie," our hero spoke
of the saloon.
up. "Even thoug-h he is one of the worst scoun"He isn't ,roin.e: to put up a fight," Jim said. ch·els livine:, he must not uerish in that way.
"l reckon he wants .to J?;et away, and that is all Come on, boys. We must save the gambler."
just now."
A yell of approval went up, and then every
• ''Th~s riJ?:ht. It's too bad, for he'll lose us man except the one in cha1·£e of the saloon
in the Warkness. But never mind. He won't go started in the direction of the fire. The blaze
very far, and we'll get him before manv hours." was l?'Oing beautifullv now, if su-0h an expresThey ran a short distance, and then heard the sion may be used. Others had seen it, too, and
sheriff and the crowd of men coming after them. when our hero and his partners got there there
But the Munds made by the footsteps of the was quite a crowd around the blazing shanty.
fugitive soon died out, and nothing was to be
"I reckon we're top late, Wild," the scout said
seen of Frisco Joe.
as he saw there was absolutely no chance or1
"Well, sheriff," our hero said, in his cool and entering the burnin£ structure. "That galoot haa
easy way, as he came back and nodded to the got to die in there."
chief official of the country, "I reckon the Two"There ain't no one in there," a man called
e:un Man lltole a ma1·ch on us that time. I know out just then, as he ran UP to them. "I was one
he was a sleeo just befol'e you came in, but he of the first to git here, an' jest as I did I heard
mu,;t have awakened, and he was clever enouJ?h a bangin' noise, as thou.l?'h something was b<iin'
to feign sleep aml listen to what was being said. slammed about the inside of the shanty, an'
He l?'Ot away all right, but that don't mean that then a feller came out. I seen who it was, too,
he isn't going to be cau.e:ht."
It was Pansy Joe. Younl!' Wild West breathed
"It ain't likely he'll let himself be took alive, a si~h · of rnlief.
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"I'm glad to hear that," - he said, turning to
"It would have been horrible if
the villain had burned to death · in that hole.
Now then, ·Charlie, just tell me all about it."
The scout was not long- in relating just how
Arietta had been · rescued, and when the young
deadshot learned that Pansy Pete had kept -his
word _h e had a more kindly feeling for the gambler.
"Well," he said, "no one seems to be inclined
to put out the fire, so that means that we may as
well let it burn. But I can't see anything very
attractive here, so I reckon I'll go back to the
hotel and see • how Et feels after her thrilling
.experience."
"She feels all right, Wild," Charlie declared,
with a laugh: "She's used to that kind of business, you know. Why, she wasn't one bit disturbed. She said she knowed some one would
come to save her, 'cause it always happened that
way."
"Well, she's rhrht on that;'' and then taking
another Jook at the burning shanty, Young Wild
·West turned and left the crowd..
His partners followed him, and they were not
Ion£ in reaching the hotel. where Arietta, Anna
snd Eloise were waiting for them.

his partners.

CHAPTER IX.-The Sheriff Is Threatened By
the Two-gun Man.

Hop Wah was waiting at the hotel when Young
Wild West and his pal'tners returned. The cle.v er
· Chinee had been rather quiet since the disappearance of Arietta, but when Cheyenne Charlie
brought her safelv back he became rather jealous,
and promptly sought Simon, the hostler, as
though he wanted some one to assist him in makfn£ merry. The hostler was standing on the
hotel porch with him ' When our hero arrived
with -Charlie and Jim. ·
"Evelythling allee light, Misler Wild?" the
clever Chinee asked.
"I reckon it is, Hop," was the reply. "What
have yoµ been doing?"
"Me havee lillee fun, Misler Wild, when Mis&ee
Alietta allee samee gittee back. Me havee thlee,
four dlinks of tanglefoot."
It was not necessary for him to make this admission, for Wild could easily tell that he was
somewhat under the influence of liquor.
"You had better go a little slow," he said,
shaking a warning finger at him. "The Two-gun
Man is around somewhere, and he may take a
notion to put an end to you."
"You no ketchee um Two-gun Man, Misler
Wild?"
"No, he g,ot away."
"Allee light. Maybe me ketchee, so be. Me
velly smartee Chinee."
"You had better steer clear of him, Hop."
Just then the g-irls _ came running- out, and
taking advantag-e of it, Hop seized the hostler
by the arm and started him across the street.
Simon still had some of the paint on his face,
for he had not found a soap that was quite capable of removing- it. He had been drinkin£ too
much as well as the Chinaman, and the chances
aTe that he did not care whether his face was
·
black. white or l?'reen just then.

"We go fin dee um Two-gun Man, Misler
Simon," Hop said, as he pulled him along. "You
·
no 'flaid so be."
"I ain't afraid of nothin'," the hostler declared,
doing his best to keep from stumbling. "Young
Wild West has called the Two-gun Man, an' tbat
setles it. Frisco Joe ain't goin' to run things his
way any long-er. He's got to give up the g-host
or else lig·ht out."
Into the Gilt Edge Saloon the two went. There
was a big crowd there, but room was made for
them rig-ht away, for every one seemed to know'
_,
Young- Wild West's clever Chinee.
"Hip hi! hoolay !" Hop called out, waving his
hat. "Evelythling allee light. Me ketchee um
Two-gun Man. Me vellv smartee Chinee."
·He pulled the hostler to the bar, and the man .
behind it was more than willing t'o sell th_em all
the liquor they wanted. When they had indulged
in a couple o;f drinks, Hop turned his back to
the bar and took a careful look at the as~emblage. ·
Only a few were playing cards at the tables. The
rest were standing around as thoug-h expectingsomething to happen. Nearly all of them were
smiling, and it was easy for the Chinaman to realize _that he was the center of att,raction just .
then. But it had leaked out long- before that Hop
Wah was a clever magician~and even those who
had never met him before were willing to see
what he would do.
However, Hop seemed to be in no hurry to
oblige them. He started in to tell them a won- ,
derful story about his uncle in China, but it
was such a .i-umbled. sort of yarn that no one
could get head nor tail of it. Finally the proprietor of the place leaned over, and touching
the Chinaman on the shoulder, said:
"Hop, s'pose you show us a little trick."
"Allee light," was the quick reply. ''Me makee .
Misler Simon helpee me."
"Better put him in a chair an' let him go to
sleep," suggested one of those present.
"That's all right," the hostler decla ·ed, angrily, as he shook a finger at the speaker. "I
ain't no more asleep than you are, an' don't you
forg-it it.;•
"You must have been somewhat asleep this
afternoon when vou was layin' in that hammock,"
another spoke up, with a laugh. "Got woke up
putty quick, too, from what · I heard. Your
heathen friend set off a big firecracker under yer·
~n• blowed you up a few feet in the air."
"That ain't none of your business if he did.
He didn't do me no hurt."
"Painted your face, too, afore he done it," went
on the man, tauntingly.
"He didn't paint yours, did he?" Simon asked,
as he took a step toward his tormentor.
"No, of course he didn't. He couldn't ketch
me asleep in the daytime, not when I had work
to do."
"Misler Simon," Hop called out, "you comee
Jig-ht here, so be."
"All right, Hop," and the tipsy hostler promptly turned and went back.
Thoug-h he was somewhat intoxicated himself,
Hop was quite able to perform an ordinary feat
oi sleight-of-hand. But he felt ·as thoug-h h~
ought to do something that would startle the
spectators, and he made 1·eady to proceed. The
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i,heriff came in .iust then, after having paid a
vii,it to the burninsr shanty.
"What's goin' on?" he asked of the men, when
he saw the Chinaman and the hostler standing
near the bar.
''Younsr Wild West's clever Chinee is goin' to
give a little exhibition of sleight-of-hand," was
the reply.
"Oh, I'm .iest in time, then."
"Lat allee li11:ht, Misler Sheliff," Hop called
out, cheerfully. "You velly nicee man. You
watchee."
Then he suddenly turned and, wi
a Quick
move, seemed to pick a 1;ilver dollar from the
hostler's ~ar.
"You srottee plenty money, Misler Simon," he
said, showinsr him the coin.
"I reckon I must have, if y_ou found it in my
ears," as the stupid reply. "Go ahead an' find
all you kin, an' then give it to me. I need it,
you kin bet."
"Allee light."
Then Hop proceeded to take coins from the
ears, eyes, nose and mouth of the hostler, greatly
to the delisrht of the spectators. When he had a
dozen or more silver dollars in his hands he
jinided them and said:
"Now, Jen, evelybody v.•atchee. Me makee um
silver allee samee turnee to llaper."
There happened to be a vacant table cloRe at
hand, and steppin11: up to it the Chinaman dropped the coins in a heap upon the center of it.
Out came his big, yellow handkerchief, and
spreadinsr it carefully over the pile, he caused
the hostler to place his hand upon the corner of
it so it might not be removed until he was
ready.
"You holdee velly muchee tightee, so be," he
said. "Me showee vellv nicee lillee tlick. How
many dollee under um handkelchief, Misler Sheliff ?"
"I don't know exactly, but I reckon there must
be twelve or fourteen of 'em," was the reply.
"Allee samee silver dollee ?"
"Yes, that's sartin."
"Me bettee you fivee dollee um no silver dollee
under um handkelchief."
"Want to bet, eh? Well, 1· don't know as I'll
go yer on that, I've always heard sav that a '
man's a fool to bet ag'in another man's tricks.
But jest let me feel of that.. handkerchief an'
then I'll tell yer what I'll do."
"No," and Hop shook his head. "Lat no fair.
You see me puttee um silver dollee on um table.
Len ,·ou see me llUttee um handkelchief over um
sih·ei- dollee. Now, len, me bettee you fh-ee
dollee um ten-dollee bill under um handkelchief."
•'It's ag'in the rules of ordinary things, but
blamed if I don't take the bet," the sheriff declared, as he quickly produced the nece sary
amount to make the wager.
The monev was lllaced in the hands of the
saloon-keeper, and Hop was not long in covering
it. Then he nodded to· the hostler and said:
"MLler Simon, you takee uppee um handkelchief."
The command was obeyed, and, sure enouirh,
nothing was to be seen of the silver dollars, while
in their place lav a ten-dollar bill.
''Lat vellv J?Oodee way to makee change, so
be." Holl explained. "Me velly smartee Chinee."
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Of course, nearly every one present knew it
was simply a trick, but just how the Chinaman
had managed to ,a-et the silver coins from the
table while he •as putting the handkerchief over
them they couk not understand. But it had been
Quite easy for Hop, for he was used to that sprt
of business. While they were passing remarks
about his cleverness, Holl llroceeded to roll the
ten-dollar bill tightly into the form of a taper.
It surely looked as though it was the ten dollar
bill, but, of course, it was not, for he had substituted a piece of paper for it. Striking a match,
ne lighted the taper and coolly permitted it to
burn, while he felt in a pocket for a cigar. Finding the cigar, he lighted it and then, loosening
the taper, permitted it to burn into ashes tha_t
fell upon the table.
"That's what I call foolishness," declared a
foreman who worked at the ore-crusher. "Burnin' up good money is somethin' that hadn't
oughter be allowed, even if it's done for fun.
Maybe the heathen has got plenty of it, but I
reckon there's a few wives an' mothers in this
here digsrin's who would be niiJ?hty glad to have
ten dollars."
"Lat allee light," Holl declared, smiling at him
reassuringly. "Me make allee light, so be. Me
makee um ashes turnee to um ten-dollar bill some
more. Me vell:v smartee Chinee."
"If vou kin do that I'll be willin' to think you
kin do anything," the foreman answered, quickly,
and then he pushed his way up a little closer so
he might watch the heathen the better.
Hop turned to a man who was smoking a
ci,a-arette and asked him for a cigarette paper.
It was promptly yiven him, and then with the
point of his huntin_g--knife, which he drew from
under his loose-fittin,r blouse, he carefully scraped up the ashes of the bill and wrapped it into
the tiny piece of paper. This he folded up carefully, and then nodding to the sheriff' said:
"Me wantee you holdee lis in you hand. You
no open vou hand till me tellee you to. You
undelstandee?"
"I reckon I do, heathen," the sheriff answered,
as he came forward ready to do as he was told.
"Allee light. Now evelvbody watchee."
Then Hop held up the paper containinJ? the
ashes so every one might see it. Taking the
sheriff's right hand with his left, he turned the
palm upward, and then placed the paper of ashes
in it.
"Now, !en, when me tellee you to shuttee you
hand you do it, l\1isler Sheliff," he observed.
"All right. I'll shut it when you tell me, an' I
won't open it till you tell me to do it."
"Lat allee li_g-ht. Now, len, shuttee you hand.''
The sheriff closed his fingers very quickly, and
he thought surely he was clutching the cigarette
paper that contained the ashes of the supposed
ten-dollar bill. The Chinaman now made several
mysterious pass.e and looked up to the ceilinsr in
a peculiar sort of way, after which he picked
up the knife which he had laid upon the table
after scrapinir up the ashes, and takinsr it by
the blade, tapped the sheriff on his knuckles, at
the same time exclaiming:
"Open you hand!"
Sheriff Jackson promptiy did so, and when
he saw a crushed bill in his palm he g·ave vent
to an exclamation of surpri e.
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"Lat allee light," Hop declared. "You lookee
and you findee um ten-dollar bill, so be. Me velly
smaitee Chinee."
The sheriff was not long in straightening out
the bill, and when he found it as genuine he
nodded to the crowd and said:
"Well, bovs, I reckon there ain't no use of
tryin' to git the best of Young Wild West's
heathen. He's won five dollars of me, an' he's
welcome to the money. But he ain't goin' to
win anything more, 'cause I wouldn't bet him
aJ?:'in if I thought I had a sure thing."
The saloon-keeper now gave Hop the money
he had been holding, .and then all haniis had a
look at the ten-dollar bill. The little piece of
tissue-paper containing the ashes was tucked
awa:y in one of Hop's pockets, of course. But
no one seemed to think anything about them.
They had seen the sheriff close his hand upon it.
and when he opened it again there was a good
bill instead of the paper and ashes.
While they were commenting upon the cleverness of the Chinaman a miner came hurriedly
into the saloon, holding in his hand a stone that
was about the size of an el!g and a piece of
crumpled paper.
"Sheriff, I reckon here's somethin' for yer,"
he called out. "Come here."
"What's the matter?" and the sheriff was
<1uickl~ at his side.
"Well," explained the miner, "as I was comin'
along from the fire jest now somethin' hit the
,:round rfa·ht in front of me. I found it was a
stone wrapped in this here paper, so I carried
it to the nearest light an' soon seen that there
was writin' . on the paper. That means that it
was throwed out on purpose for me to pick it up.
But the writin' is about you. Jest read dt."
Wonderingly, Sheriff Jackson took the paper
and, smoothing it out on a· table, read the following, which was in a scrawlinl! hand:

happened to see him first. But Frisco Joe is
a mightv slick one. He'll sartinly drop me unless
some one 11:its him first. I'd like to be the one
to 11:it him myself. I ain't goin' to bother about
takin' him alive now .after this here threat has
been made. I'll put a bullet through him jest
as quick as I set eyes on him. That's the way
we've got to do business in Tombstone."
"You had better show that paper to Young
Wild West right away, sheriff," some one suggested. "Maybe he'll know jest what to do."
"You don't have to tell me that," was the regdin"" right over to the hotel now.
nly. "I'
You come with me, heathen, an' bring that foolish-lookin' galoot, too. I reckon you have both
had enough tanglefoot for to-nig-ht:"
But neither Hop nor the hostler cared about
leavinp- just then, for they were in for a good
time. The sheriff lingered for a few minutes,
and then went over to the hotel, acting rather
timidly about it, for he surely feared that the
Two-g-un Man might be lurking somewhere in
the darkness to put an end to him. But nothingof the kind occurred, and it was not long before
he was in the presence of Young Wild \Ve:,t and
his friends and showing them the communication he had received.
CHAPTER X.-The Last of the "Two-Gun Man.

Young- Wild West only smiled when he had
read what the Two-gun Man had written upon
the paper in a scrawling- hand.
"That's all right, sheriff," he declared, nodding to the official. "He's simply puttin1t up a
bluff again. No doubt he would make good his
threat if he got the chance. But we don't mean
to let him have the chance. We'll just remain
Quiet to-night, and the first thing in the morning
we'll g-et out and look for Frisco Joe."
"All right, jest as you say. I reckon I'll stay
right here to-night, then. There ain't no use in
"I'm ,e:oin' to shoot Sheriff Jackson on sight. givin' sich a feller a chance at me. I don't want
He's a marked man. Give him this so he'll be to die jest yet, anyhow."
ready to die.
"Well, I reckon you can stay here as well as
"Frisco Joe, the Two-gun Man."
anywhere else. Suit yourself about it."
The sheriff certain! v was not going to take
The sheriff turned slightly pale, for it was any risk. He did not leave the hotel again that
evident that he still had a sort of fear of the night, but the next mornine: he was up shortly_
Two-gun Man.
after daylig-ht and waiting in the dining--room
"That's a mighty bad threat, boys," he. declar- for our friends to appear. Wild and his partners
ed shaking his he·ad after he had read 1t aloud
were not long in showing· up, and then Jackson
and permitted others to see it. "But if Yow1g seemed more at ease.
Wild West knows what he's doin' he sartinly will
'·I didn't sleep an awful lot," he explained.
git Frisco Joe afore verv long. Where was it
'·You see, the Two-g-un Man has been sich a terthat th1s here thing was th rowed at yer?" and ror in these parts that I couldn't git it out of
he turned to the man who had brought in the my head but that he mi11:ht find a wa}' to shoot
paper.
me right in the house here. I wouldn't be afraid
"Right down the road a ways," was the reply, of him if I had half a chance. But I ain•c a~
"l kin take you right to the spot. But it ain't Quick as he i,;, an' I can't shoot with both hancts
like he kin."
likely Frisco Joe is there now."
"All right. Never mind about that. I reckon
"I° don't want to go there, anyhow, not in the
dark " the sheriff declared. "I'm goin' to git there are others who can shoot with both hands.
that 'galoot to-morrow mornin'," an' Young Wi~d I can, for one, anyhow. After breakfast we'll
West an' his pards is goin' to help me to do 1t. try to find out the whereabouts of Frisco Joe,
We'll see whether he shoots me on sight or not." and then we'll soon round him up."
They had an earlv breakfast, and just as they
"Me no lettee um Two-gun Man shootee you,
Misler Sheliff," Hop spoke up, .iust as though it had finished who should come into the barroom
but Pansy Pete, the gambler. The villain waa
lay in his power to prnvent it.
·., All right, heathen. I ain't got the least bit very-- timid about it, and when he asked for
of doubt but what vou could stop him if you Young Wild West his voice tremblecl sli2"htly.
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Wild;'- who was in the hall at the time and
just about to enter the barroom, heard him and
he Quicklv appeared before him.
"Hello!" he exclaimed, somewhat surprised.
"So vou have J!Ot the nerve to show up, have
vou? Don't you know that vou're liable to be
hanJred ?"
"Have mercy on me, YounJ! Wild West," the
Jrambler pleaded. "I'm sure the Jral will speak
a word for me, 'cause I sartinlv treated her right
last nia-ht."
"Yes, you treated her 1·iJrht when you had no
alternative but to do so. But what are you doinJr here, anyhow?"
"I wouldn't have come if some one hadn't
sent me." was the reply.
"Oh, I see. Frisco Joe sent you here."
"That's it exactly. He told me if I didn't come
he would shoot me. so what was I Jroin' to do?
If I didn't do as he wanted me to I'd git shot, an'
I couldn't have anythinJr worse to happen if I
thousrht I'd take the chance an' come, so here I
am."
"Well, what did he send you here for?"
"He told me to tell you an' your pards that
he expects to clean up all afore sunset to-night.
He ain't iroin' to leave Tombstone, he says, -an' he
hopes ·you'll start to look for him right away.
Fri!'co is a mighty bad man, an' he's ready to
i;hoo with both hands now. An' I honestly believe he don't care what happens to him so long
as he kin irit sQuare with yer for callin' him a
couple of times."
·"He isn't satisfied yet, eh? All riirht. He
shall have all the satisfaction he wants. You go
back and tell him that we are comina- right away
to hunt for him."
"Oh, J can't find him. He didn't tell me to
come back."
· "Is that so? I reckon you can find him all
:ri,rht. You don't want to, that's it."
"Nn, no, Younl!.' Witd West," protested the
J?ambler. his face turnin11: still paler, "I couldn't
no more find Frisco Joe now than you could. I
know where he was when I left, but it a,in't likely
be would be there now.1'
"Where was he when vou left him? "
. "Back of a shantv close to the one what burned
down last niirht."
"And he's ready to shoot. is he?"
"He sartinly is, Young- Wild West."
"We are iroing over that way prettv !'oon, and
I reckon voti had better iro with us. But say.
Pansy Pete, how did you manage to g-et out of
the cellar last night when the shanty was on
fire? "
"I h ad an awful time of it," the villain declared, shaking his head. "It was all I could do
to cit that trap-door up, there was so much piled
up on top of it. But I managed to l!.'it out in
time to save mv life. I thoug-ht I wa s a g-oner,
though."
"I'm glad you got out, because even though I
know you are tleserving of being killed, it wasn't
right to haYe you burned alive. I reckon you
wasn't intended to die in that way. Most likely
\ou'll hang- when your time comes."
"~o. I won't. If I've only got the chance I'll
irit awa~· from here an' be honest in the future."
"You talk that way now, but you WQl.llcl soon
fo1 cet .. uout it after thinir;; blew oYer. But I
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don't know as I care to talk any further with
you. You have irot to g-o with us and look for
the Two-gun Man, and that's all there is to it."
· "Say, Wild," the sheriff spoke up, "I reckon
l'U go an' git my horse. "I'll feel a little safer
ridin' than I will walkin'."
"Do as vou like about that, sheriff." Jackson
q~ickly left the ·h otel and went to the stable
where he had put his horse the nig-ht before.
Wild did not think it worth while waitinir for
him, so noddinir tQ his partners, said:
" ome on, boys_ We'll take a walk around
the scene of the fire. I reckon we'll probably
find the 1',o-gun Man somewhere about that
vicinity. You come on, Pansy Pete."
"Won't Jou let me stay here, Young- Wild
West?" the Jrambler pleaded.
"No, vou will iro with us. You hear what I
say. Now don't hanJ! back the least bit. You
have got to go."
"All right, then," and Pansy Pete resig-ned himself to anything that mie.-ht happen. The girls
came out on the porch as they were leavinJ?, and
assurine.- them that they need have no fear as to
the outcome, the young- deadshot and his partners
went on up the street a short distance and, turning, were soon approaching the ruins of the
burned shanty. The cellar was filled with smokinir debris, and there were a few woman and children standing about lookinir on in idle curiosity.
As the four neared the spot a couple of men appeared and greeted them.
"A funnv thing about that shanty, YounJ? Wild
West," one of them said. "Nobody around here
knowed there was a cellar under it. That's where
Frisco Joe took the gal, eh?"
"Yes, that's right. But she didn't stay there
very long."
"No, an' it's a lucky thin¢ for her."
"Have you seen anything of Frisco Joe tl1is
morning?" Wild asked, looking at the two
sharply.
"No," was the reply, and he could tell by the
way they spoke that they had not. After lookinJ! at the ruins for a few minutes, Wild ordered
the e.-ambler to lead them directly to the spot
where he had left the Two-gun Man before deliverin,r his message at the hotel. Pansy Pete
was tremblinir when he reached the spot. He
pointed it out exactly and even showed the prints
of his own and the feet of the villain.
"He ain't here now, as I thought, Young- Wild
West," he declared, shaking- his head. "I don't
know any more of his whereabouts than vou do.
I'll swear to it."
"All rig-ht. We'll hunt for him. I suppose
either one of us can expect to be shot at any
minute. But it's all right. We are going to take
the chances on it." Then they searched about
for half an hom·, but without any results. Finally
they walked back on the other side of the row of
shanties across the street, and were just in time
to see Ilop hurrying along- a path which led to
a couple of shanties on the top of the hill. Wild
hurried alon,r arid Quickly overtook the heathen.
"What's the matter, Hop?" he askecl, for he
could tell right away that something- had been
discovered by him.
"Me findee um Two-.irun Man pletty Quickee,
Misler Wild," was the reply. "M"e see um sheriff
Iirle oYer lat wayr and Jen me" see Flisco Joe
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sneak alound um house and 1ro to the to1> of um
hill. Me hully uppee and ketchee."
•
"Is that so? Come on, bovs," the youne: deadshot called out, quickly. "If we don't look out
Frisco Joe will g-et ·the sheriff." The gambler
heard everythina- that was said, and he took occasion to hana- back. Our hero and his 1>artners
were in such a hurry that they failed to notice
this until they had g-ot quite a distance toward
the top of the hill. Then when they looked back
and saw Pansy Pete walking slowlv alona- they
!beckoned for him to come on. He moved a 1· le
faster, but did not hurry, so they de~ided to let
him have his own way about it, since they had
more important business on hand just then.
Reachina- the top of the hill they saw three or
four shanties in a cluster in a hollow the other
side.
Sitting on his horse before the largest of these
was the sheriff, looking- around as though expecting- to see some one. At that very moment Wild
happened to look toward the rear of one of the
shanties and was just in time to see the lower
extremities of a man disappearine: through a
window. He took it for granted that it was
Frisco Joe, and hurriedly beckoned for his partners to come on. Mea·nwhile, Hou had already
started around toward the front of the shanty,
for he, too, had seen some one climbing· in
through a lower window. The fact was the
Chinaman had seen more of him, and he knew for
a certainty that it was the Two-gun Man.
"Me ketchee, Misler Wild," he called out, in a
low tone of voice. "You helpee me, so l;>e." Wild
was not long- in reachina- the rear of the shanty,
and seeing- the window open, he •unhesitatingly
drew himself Ul> and peered inside. He was just
fn time to see Frisco Joe leavinst it from the
door at the front. The boy leaped inside with
·:remarkable quickness and made a rush for the
door. Meanwhile, Frisco Joe, who had planned to
kill the sheriff, rushed out, a gun in either hand,
and confronted the startled official. who did not
even make an attempt to pull a g-un.
"I've g-ot ver, sheriff!" he called out. "You • re
my meat. What I wrote on the paper last nig-ht
I meant. Here yer !"O! I won't give yer even
time to say. your prayers." Up went his hand.
and just as he was in the act of firing, Hop Wah
appeared on the scene.
"Hip hi!" shouted the clever Chinee, and then,
as quick as a flash. he sprang upon the Two-g-un
Man from behind and pinned his arms to his
sides. Wild rushed out of the shanty to take a
hand in the gatne. Charlie and Jim ran to the
front of the shantv and saw the Two-g-un Man
in the clutch of the Chinaman. But before they
cculd lend any assistance to Hop, Wild had
seized Frisco Joe by the arms. A quick movement and the villain pitched forward on his face,
his revolvers flying- from his hands.
"There you are, sheriff," the young- deadshot
called out, in his cool and eas~· way_ "I reckon
we've saved your life. You st(jod there like a
statue, and if it hadn't been for Hop you would
:u~obably be breathinl!' your last just about now/'
"Young Wild West," he said, taking- the youngdeadshot by the hand, "I don't know how I'm
ever g-oin' to th-ank you for this. That galoot
urtinly meant t.l> kill me. I'm sheriff of this

here county, an' it's my duty t9 take him to jail
an' see to it that he gits a fair trial. But I
can't do that. Frisco Joe has been runnin' thing-s
his own way long- enoug-h in Tombstone, an' what
he's done since vesterday afternoon is more thAn
enoug-h to hang him. I reckon I'll turn him ove-r
to the vigilantes."
"Don't do anything- of the kind, sheriff," the
boy answered. quickly.
"If I don't it's most likely ·he'll onlv g-it a few
years in uri~
an' when he comes out he'll be
after me."
"That's all rig-ht. But you as sheriff should
not t 'nk of such a thing- as permitting him to be
lynched."
"All 1·ig-ht, then. I'm g-oin' to do jest as you
say, 'cause you saved my life."
"Not me altogether. I think if any one did it _
it was Hop. He was the one who prevented the
scoundrel from shooting- you. I mig-ht have done
it by puttina- a bullet throug-h his heart from
behind. But it was Hop who really did it." There
were people living in the shanties, of course, and
it was but a few seconds after the capture of the
Two-gun Man when a dozen or more had
g-athered about. Then it quicklv spread through
the erttire mining camp that the Two-gun Man
had been captured, and that the sheriff had narrow!)• missed losing- his life at the hands of the
villain. Twenty minutes later there was a reg-ular moh g·athered, and then Wild was willing- to
admit that the sheriff's idea of it was likelv to
be carried out without his even sug-g-estin~ it.
The fact that Youna- Wild West's sweetheart
had been captured bv the scoundrel was enough
to make the men feel like hang-ing- the Two-g-un
Man. They caught Pansy Pete, too, but as they
were dragg-ing- him along- he wrig-gled out of
his coat and managed to eseape among 'some
rocks.
"Let him g-o," Wild called out. as a dozen or
more men started in pursuit. "He'll never. show
up around here ag-ain, that's certain." They
hesitated, and then obeyed the boy.
·
"Sheriff," one of the leaders of the mob said,
a few minutes later, "you il:o on back to the hotel
with Young- Wild West an' his pards. We're
g-oin' to take care of Frisco Joe."
"All rig-ht, boys," was the reply. "I ain't no
fool, an' I don't want to make anv hard feelin'
with any of yer. Then he turned and, mountinghis horse, rode awav without a word. Knowingthat they would stand a poor chance of stayingthe mob, Young• Wild West and his partners
followed the sheriff on foot, and · it was not longbefore tbey arrived at the hotel. Thev heard a
little later that Frisco Joe had been lynched, but
none of them felt that they were in any way
responsible for it, so they were willing- to let the
matter drop. But they were heartily g-lad that
the excitement was over, for certainly the Twog-un Man was a bad character, and as dang-erous
as any one they had ever met before. Wild had
called him, however, and the sh&1iff's life had
been saved, so that made a fitting end to the adventure.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST'S RUSTLER ROUND-UP; or, ARIETTA'S CALL FOR HELP."
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A BOY FROM THE STREET
-Or.-

The Waif Who Became a Merchant
By DICK ELLISON
A Serial Story

CHAPTER I.
Jack Spratt's First Day In Business.
A New York policeman, going his rounds one
cold, blustering- night, stepped into the doorway
of a i,tore over on the West Side, partly to see
that the locks were secure, but more to shelter
himself from the icy blast s that blew down the
street.
As he did so he stumbled al!'ainst something
and, stooping, felt, more than saw, that there
. was a boy asleep on the doorstep, lying close
against the door and and · out of the wind.
"Oh, glory be, would you look at that!" exclaimed Officer Ryan. "Sleeping on the cold
ston~s a night like this! Small wonder if he
isn't frozen to death entirely. Here. get up out
of this! It's no place at all for you to go to
sleep."
He shook the boy by the shoulder with sufficient force to arouse him and at last. when he
stood on his feet and yawned sleepily, said:
"Have vou no other place besides a doorstep
to :,leep on, my boy?"
"Nope, else I'd t.ake it. All the barrels and
boxes was took," the bov answered.
"Glory be, but you'll freeze to death in any of
them, a night like this."
"No, I won't. De barrels has got straw in 'em
an' de boxes is full o' shavin's."
"And have vou no }u)me ?" asked the officer.
"What's that?" questioned the boy.
"And don't you know what a home is?"
"Oh, yep, it's a place where dey lock you up.
I don't want to go to any o' dem places."
"Haven't you a house of your own, at all, no
.
father or mother or anybody?"
"Nixey. "I've just irot m'self. Used ter live
with a old woman, but she croaked an' de man
what owned de ranch fired me out. I ain't had
no place since, 'cept boxes an' barrels an' de
bridge' arches, but dey're closin' dem up now, so's
I can't go dere anv more.''
"Vlhat do you do for a living?"
"Nothin'. I can't shine, 'cause I ain't got a
box; I haven't any money for pape's an' I can't
get a job carryin' grips." ·
Glory be, how do you live, then? How do you
J?et anything to eat?"
"Oh, I hangs around de rest-rants an' dey gives
me t'ings."
"You steal when you get a chance, I guess?"
"Say, copper, you've got another guess. The
foist one was dead wrong."
"Well, well, would you look at that?" exclaimed Officer Ryan. "A street boy that don't steal!
It's a miracle!"
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"I dunno what that is, but I don't steal all
'
right.''
"Well, what am I going to do with you at
•
all?"
"Leave me be an' lemme go to sleep " yawned
'
the urchin.
"Let you go to sleep. And freeze to death.
Indeed, I won't. Are you hungry?"
:'.Just ,try me!" answered the boy, promptly.
Heres ten cents. There's an rul-night place
around tJ-ie corner. · Go there and tell them that
~yan s_a1d you coul_d i:ay there. There's no use
in locking up the hkes of you with tramps and
·
bums and thieves."
"Say, copper, you're all right. I'll keep the
monev _an' work me face for a cup o' coffee an!
some sinkers.''
"And what will you do with the money?"
"Start a store," said the boy, soberiy.
" "Start a store, is it?" and the officer iau.11:hed.
~fW can you start a store with ten cents?"
Easy. I'll run over to de market an' get ten
cents' woith o' apples, put 'em on a board an'
sell 'em to de kids. If I get two fur a cent I'll
sell one fur a cent. Then I'll have more m~ney
an' _I'll buy more apples an' get twice as much
agam.''
"True for you. And it's a storekeeper you're
·
goin' to be, is it?"
"Cert.''
"Wei_!,. run off with you and tell the boss of the
coff~e Joint that Ryan said to till you up. Wait
a minute. What's your pame ?"
"Jack Spratt, or that's what they call me, anyhow.''
. "You look it.'; laughed Ryan, "for it's never a
b;t ,~f fat thats stuck on you yet, that I can
see.
The next afternoon Officer Ryan was passinJr
the corner of the street near the Sixth avenue
ele".ated railroad when he saw a boy standmc
behmd a barrel on the head of which were arranged six or eight red apples, nicely polished
·
and ,looking very tempting.
"Glory be, if it isn't Jack Spratt, and he's open.
ed his store already," ·he said.
'.'.T~at's ri1?ht," said the boy, "an' <loin', fine.''
Its a good stock you have, but not a very
large one.''
"<?~• they•~ rr1ore in the barrel," said Jack. "butl
I am t puttm too many out fo-,; de kids ter
swipe," and the boy raised one of the boards
and showed a good peck of apples beneath. •
"It's wise you are," laughed Ryan. "How mucli
are vour apples? I'll take one home to my little
girl. for I daren't eat it when I'm on post "
"Two cents for them; the cent ones a~e all
gone.''
"Give me two; there's a nickel, and never mind
tl?e change," and Officer Ryan put two apples in
his coat-tail pocket and went on.
A few minutes later another policeman came
along, sa~ the apples, took one, bit into it and
w~,s passmg on,_ when Jack cried indignantly:
Here, cheese 1t, them applefl ain't given away•
•
come up with your two cents.''
"What's that?" asked the &fficer, his moutli
full.
"I ain't givinl!' away my apples. I'm selliJI•
·
'em, so fork over.''
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"Y'ain't sellin' this one," answered the man,
erowdinir the apple into his mouth.
"The deuce I ain't! You'll pay san1e as any
one else."
"G'on with you," said the officer, and, ra: ing
his foot, he kicked the barrel, apples and all, into
the £"Utter.
Those on top were spoiled and a horse stepped
on one, two rolled down the sewer, and another
fell into the mud.
Jack quickly ri~hted the barrel and saved the
stock inside. A sympathizing- newsboy picking
UP the half-crushed apple, he threw it with unerring 1tim and took the policeman on the cheek
with it.
He followed this up with the muddy apple,
which hit the officer's stiff and shiny collar, just
under his ear, and left a great black splash on
ft. Then he jumped on a car and escaped.
The officer uttered a howl and came back full
of wrath at Jack, whom he blamed for it all.
"Come with me, ye youn1,1; bla'guard," he said,
"or I'll club the head off yez."
"I guess you won't," said Jack, puttin1,1; the
barrel between himself and the officer.
The latter did not look verv dignified with his
cheek spattered with apple pulp and his collar
and neck muddied, and a man standin1,1; in front
of a wholesale house laughed.
"Come on, now, or it'll be the worse for yez,"
and the officer drew his club.
Then the merchant stepped forward and said:
"If you'd attend to YoUr business and not. go
annoying honest boys that are trying to get a
living, you'd make a better officer."
"Ph'ut is it to ye how I attind to me business?"
bluste.,ed the policeman,. turning. I'll an;st you
next for interferin' wid a pilisman in the performance av his .iuty."
~Is it your duty to eat apples on post that
)'ou don't pay for? The newsboy served you
ust right, and if you arrest this little fellow
'll go to the police commissioners, one of whom
s a friend of mine, and give his side of the
case."
"G'on and don't be peddlin' here widout a
licinse," said the officer to Jack, and then he
walked rapidly away, wipin1,1; his face and neck
,vith a handkerchief.
"How many apples did you lose?" asked the
,tevtleman, who was rather ~tout.
·'Five, and they were beauts, too."
'"l'heFe's ten cents, and you stay right here.
If . the officer threatens you, come to me. This is
DlY place, right here."
'· All right," said Jack. "Gee! but that boy
1Boake<I him good. I didn't care whether he was
cop or not, when he upset my barrel like that,
was awful mad."
Jack polished another dozen apples and placed
them on his impromtu stand, where they .made
a tempting display, and soon attracted a number of customers.
"I gotter sell out before it gits dark," he muJed, " 'cause I ain't a-o no place ter keep what's
left over."
He was near a station of the elevated railroad
pd also close to a street leading to one of the
ferries, and before long the traffic increased, and
,rith it the number of hia customers.
A. fast aa h• aold a part of his displayed
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stock he replenished it from the barrel and, between selling- and polishing and calling out his
wares. he was kept busy.
He now covered the barrel-head with apples
and solicited customers in a loud voice. heard
even above the roar of the trains overhead.
He had disposed of all his stock except those
on the barrel, and expected to clear those off
in a short time, when along- came a heavy truck,
so close to the curb that he had to jump aside
to escape being hit.
He sprang awav in good time, but one of the
horses struck the barrel and in a moment it was
thrown under the wheels with the apples and,
before Jack could look around, everything- was
in ruins.
"There e:oes some o' me profits," he muttered.
"but I've made somethin', anyhow, so what's de
use o' growlin'? Now I don't have ter find a
place fur me barrel, an' I ain't stuck on any of
me apples."
He was turning to go when the stout man,
who had lectured the bullring policeman, came
hurryinit from the store and ran toward the steps
of the tation.
As he did so Jack noticed that he dropped a
plump pocketbook on the walk.
He darted forward to pick up the book and
apprise the owner of his loss.
Some one else had seen the wallet drop, and
a e:reat, hulking, half-grown bov rushed forward
to seize it.
Jack ll:Ot it, however, and went chasing up the
steps after the stout man.
The lare:et· boy tried to seize him, , but got
kicked in the shoulder instead, and Jack need
on up the steps, getting to the top all out of
breath just as a train came along.
He sprang past the ticket-taker and touched
the stout man's arm as he was about to get on
the train.
"Dis is yourn; I see yer drop it when yer
was runnin' fur de cars," gasped Jack, holding
out the pocketbook.
"Here, you haven't put in your ticket," growled
the porter, sent by the ticket-chopper, seizing
Jack.
"All aboard!" shouted the e:ateman. "Step
lively, please!"
The stout man, l!'rasping- the pocketbook, was
pushed forward, while Jack was hurried back
from the platform.
"You can't g-et a ride on this road without
payin' for it!" snarled the ticket-chopper.
"Where's your ticket?" ·
"Who wants ter ride fur not'n', Mr. Fresh?"
sputtered Jack. "All I wanted was ter give a
feller somethin' what he dropped, an' I done 't.
Don't vou be afraid · o' me, young- feller. I got
mone:\' fur tickets."
Then he went down to the street, quite satisfi d with his first day's business.
When Jack reached the street he saw the hilt'
boy, who had tried to atet the stout man's wallet
away from him, standing- on the corner, evidently waiting for him.
{To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
NEW AIR CO:MPASS SHOW
The first public demonstration of the super
pioneer earth inductor compass invented by Morr'is M. Titterington, chief engineer of the Pioneer
Instrument Company of 754 Lexington ayenue,
Brooklyn, was given the other afternoon at the
company's plant.
It is said for the compass that it makes it possible for air pilots to fly in fog or at night, as the
compass ,till keep a plane straight on its sourse
and prevent it from falling into spins, and that it
is an improvement over the compass· used by the
"round the world" fliers And that used by Lieutenant Maughan in his coast-to-coast dawn-todusk trip.
The new compass is being used on army planes
and one has been installed on the airship Shenandoah. Recently J. Maurer, assistant chief engineer in charge of power plants and instruments
of the Navy Department, in \Vashington,~D. C.,
placed an order for a complete set of instruments
to be used on the flying boats that are to take
part in the proposed transpacific flight from California to the Hawaiian Islands.
STAMPS

COMMEMORATE CONCORD
ANNIVERSARY
Postmaster General New announced the other
day the issue of ·a special series or three postage
stamps to commemorate the 150th anniversary of
the Battle of Lexington and Concord. These
stamps will be issued in the one, two and fivecent denomination and be similar in size to the
present -special delivery stamps.
The portraits or subjects of the stamps were
adopted after conrnltation "·ith the membership
of the Lexington-Concord Centennial Committee
and are as follows:
One-cent, General Washington taking oath under the elm at Cambridge; two-cent, the battle of
Lexington, otherwise "known as "The Birth of
Liberty"; the five-cent stamp is a reproduction of
the statue of the Concord Minute-man at Concord,
Mass., and carries with it the inscription:
"By the rude bridge that arched the-flood
'Their flag to April's breeze unfurled,
Here once the embattled farmers stood
And fired the shot heard round the world."
The stamps will be first offered for sale to the
public on April 4 at Washington, D. C., and at
Concord, Concord Junction, Lexington, Boston and
Cambridge, Mass.
The Department will issue for the first time
en Ap1·il 4 the half~cent stamp bearing the portrait of Nathan Hale.
FINGERPRINT ON BOTTLE TRAPS THE
"LONE WOLF"
The "Lone ,volf," the mysterious bu1·glar who
fox weeks preyed on women apartment dwellers
in the Back Bay district, vanished from his ac- customed haunts. James E. Walters, otherwise
known as Frank Stevens, who admitted that he
had enacted the role, was under observance at the
Charles street jail, Boston, Mass., by phys!Cians
of the State Department of Medical Diseases,
Walters, who was traced to a house in South Bo!'-

ton and arrested, pleaded not guilty fo indictments
of burglary and carrying weapons, and indicated
that he would offer insanity as his defense.
Judge Bishop in Superior Court, fixed bail at
90,000,
The identity of the "Lone Wolf" became known.
through fingerprints left on a bottle in the apartment of one of his victims and on a mirror at anothe1, place where he boastfully wrote "I am the
Lone Wolf." Walters served in the navy during
the war, and the naval records assisted in the
identification.
The "Lone Wolf" first engaged the attention of
the Boston police Jan. 5, when he robbed the apartment of a young woman whom he lashed to a bed.
He 1·emained most of the night in the apartment
and left his victim bound when he departed. A
series of apartment robberies followed, the burglar in each case entering the place while t he tenants were absent and concealing himself until the
moment favored his plans. The dread of the
"Lone Wolf" in a district inhabited largely by
business women and college girls became so great
that a large force of plainclothes police was assigned to duty there.
Walters was identified by several women who
had been robbed by the "Lone Wolf."

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
LATEST ISSUES
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or Dick Slater.
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liott, Operations Officer of the Army Air
Mitchell Field, L. I., sent his plane into a st tail
spin from a height of 3,000 feet while two enNEW YORK, APRIL 24, 1925
listed men dropped off the wings of the plane.
Despite the speed with which the heavy De
TERMS
Haviland airplane fell, the men dropped faster
SUBSCRIBERS
and reached a distance of 1,500 feet from the falling plane before they pulled the cords which
lilu1rte Copies ...............•... Postall:'e Free
scenta opened their. parachutes. Then they floated to the
One copy 'l'hree M.ontha ..• ,....
"
" '1.00
One Copy Six Months..........
"
"
2.00
ground.
Ohe Copy One Year ........... •
,.oo
One, Corporal Arthur Bergo, was slightly in-Canada, $4.50 : Foreign, $5.00.
•
d h
wi es
HOW TO SEND MONEl'.-At our risk send P. o.
Jure w en he d roppe d on some t e1eg
r
Money Order, Check or Registered Letter: remittances as he was landing at the edge of the fie d. Serln any other way are at your risk. We accept Postage geant Randall L. Vose, his companion, landed
~~md'oslnt~!
:r5a~a~~~ce";,~e:a~:~dfg"a:!txe~uftf~: safely on the field.
the envelope. Write your name and address plainly.
The experiment, according- to Major William N.
Addre s letters to
Hensley, commandant at the field, and Lieutenant
Barr.,- E. Wolff', Pree.
}
HARRY E. WOLFF, Elliott, dispels the theory that an aeroplane
C:harlee E. Nylander, Sec.
Publisher, Inc.,
- out of control will drop faster than the t>ilot or
L. T Wllaln TreH
166 W. 23d St., N. Y. observer in the event of an accident occuring at
•
•
·
a high altitude and that consequently the pilot or
observer is in no danger of being struck by the
falling plane. It also demonstrate? again th~t a
man can drop several hundred feet m safety withTORNADO TAKES MINISTER'S CALLING out opening his parachute and without losing possession of his faculties, so that when he is clear
CARD 210 MILES
A calling card picked up in Murphysboro by of the aeroplane he can use his parachute with
the recent tornado was carried to Palestine, Ill., safety.
210 miles distant.
The Rev. H. W. Abbott, pastor of the new First
StatemPnt o! tile ownership, management.
reBaptist Church, which was destroyed by the !JOired by thP Act o! Congress of August 2-1, etr.,
l!ll:!, of
storm, was the owner of the card. On a book- '·WILD "'EST WEEKLY," published week!)· at N,•w
York. N. Y., !or April 1. 1925. State of New York,
case in his study in the parsonage adjoining the County
of NPw York :-Before me, a Notary Public in
church were 500 cards. The tornado sucked up and for thP ~tnte and County aforesaid, personally appeared
A.
A. \Var!ord, who, having been duly sworn acthe cards along with houses, telephone pole , trees
cording to law. deposes and says that he is the Editor
and other loose things. The other day he re- of
'·W ILD WEST WEEKLY" and that the following
ceived a telephone call from a man at Palestine ls, to the hest of his knowledge and belief, a tru~
whom he did not know and who said that one of statement o! the ownership. management, etc., of tilt>
aforesaid publication tor the date shown in the above
the cards had been found there.
caption, required by the Act ot August 24, 1912 embod•
A check for 800 to apply on the new church, led in section. 443, Postal Lawd and Regulations, to wit:
1. 'l'hnt the names 11nd addresses of the publishPr,
which was lying under the calling cards, was
editor ond business manager are: Publisber-Harrv K
found on the parsonage front porch.
Wolff, Puhlisher. Inc., 106 West 23d Street, New York
N. Y. Editor-A. A. Warford, 166 West 23d Street New'.
York, N. Y. Managing Editor-~one. Business M11noger
-None.
"VOICES" OF INSECTS
2. Thnt the owners nre: Harry E. Woltr, Publisher
The "voices" of insects always have been of Inc., 166 West 23d Street. New York, N. Y.: Horry Fi
.
Wolf!', 166 West 23d Street. New York. N. Y.; 111: N.
peculiar interest to mankind. Many natura I1sts
Wolf!', lllG West 23d Street. New York, N. Y.; J . F. D,,6 _
and entomologists have sought to inte1·pret these hecker, 100 West 23d Street, New York, N. Y.:
R. w.
166 We st 23d Street. New York, N. Y.; C. w.
So unds, and some have claimed to be ab. le to dis- Desbeckt>r,
Hustrngs,
166 West 23d Street. New York. N. Y.
tinguish between the battle cry of a cricket, say,
:t Thnt the known bondholders, mortgagees and other
and its love song.
security holdei:s owning or holding 1 per cent or more
Now comes Dr. Frank Lutz, curato1· of insests fi~/ 0
n~1g~t ot bonds, mortgages or other securl•
8
in the American Museum of Natural History, New
-i. That the two paragraphs next above giving the
York City, to assert his belief that t h e soun d s o f names of the owners, stockholders and security holders
insects mean nothing--even to the insects them- I! auy, contain not only the list of stockholders
and se'.
elves.
curlty holders as they appear upon the books of the
S
but also, In coses where the stockholder or
Insects squeak, buzz or hum because their b Od Y company.
security bolder appears upon the books of the company
conformation is such that they cannot help mak- as trust<>" or In any other fiduciary relation.
the name ot
·
h
th
h
th
·
k
Th
d
the
or corporation tor whom such trustee is actin g a noise W en ey move, e m s.
e soun "' ing Pt'rRon
is gi,•ei1;
also that the said
paragraphs COil·
they make, be says, probably are often embarrass- tain statl•meuts embracing aftlant'atwo
tull knowledge and
iDg to them, just as the rattling of the· armor of belit>f as to the circumstances and conditions under
.ghts
of
old
often
betrayed
their
presence
to
which
Htockholders
and
security
holders who do not
knl
• appear upon the books o! the company
as trustees hold
their enemies.
stock alld securities In a capacity other than that ot a
bonl\·lhlt> owner: and this affiant hos no reason to beIie,·e th11t auy other person, association or corporatio11
nny interest, direct or indirect, in the said stock,
A MAN FALLS FASTER THAN A PLANE IN has
bonds or oth •r securities than as so stated by him.
TEST
A.. A. WARFORD. Editor.
To demonstrate that an aviator making a paraSworn to and suh~crihr,t ht'tor<' me this '.!:;th ,lay of
chute jump from an aeroplane is in no dang-er of ~Iart•h, Hl'.?:;. S>'yn11rnr \Y, SteinC'r. Pl~- C1>111mlij~ioa
the ulane droPoine: on him. Lieutenant ~I. L. El- ex1>ir••s '.\lurch 30. 19:!G.)
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HERE .AND THERE
DECRIES OLD TOOTHBRUrH

If the American people gave proper care to
their teeth they would purchase at least 330,000,000 toothbrushes a year, and they actually buy
only 40,000,000, said William Cortes of Florence,
Mass., President of the American Brush Manufacturers' Association, at its annual convention
in the Ambassador Hotel, Altantic City, N. J.
''There are 110,000,000 people in the United
States," said Mr. Cortes. "The proper life of a
toothbrush is three of four months, after which
a new one should be obtained if the teeth are to be
really cleaned. Vve hear of many instances where
the same toothbrush is used from three to fifteen
years. People should buy two brushes and alternate their use. It is more efficient."
..
Deleg-ates to the convention favor a revision
of the present tariff on brushes to protect the
American industry from importation of foreign
products.
"MOVING MOUNTAIN" STOPS
Meeker's "moving mountain," Meeker, Col., has
stopped its trek into the Rio Grande Valley after
having shifted approximately 150 yards to a
broader base, observers declared.
Beyond the phenomenon of t4e shifting which
geologists say is not unusual, except in ca es of
peaks as high and large as the Meeker "moving
mountain," the present meandering of this mountain caused little excitement in the region 1 except
to block the highway between Rifle and Meeker
for a distance of some 600 yards.
The "voyage'' will go down in history without
damage or destruction. In fact, residents of the
region stated that by filling up a gulch in the Rio
Blanca Valley the towns of Meeker and Rifle will
be spared the expense of building a bridge to complete a projected highway.
SACRED ISLAND OF INDIANS FOUND
Discovery of a sacred island containing ruins
in the ancient Maya Indian civilization in Lake
Catemaeo, in the Mexican State of Vera Cruz, has
been made by the archeological exploring expedition of the department of Middle American research of Tulane University.
A brief repo1-t of the local university's two
explorers, Dr. Frans Blom, formerly of the Carnegie Institution, and Dr. Oliver La ~arge, _made
public recently also told of other disc0Yer1es of
importance to archeologists. It is said that the
two while in the Mexican State of Vera Cruz had
been the first archeologists to cross the Tuxtla
Mountains and had visited the Popoluca Indians,
a tribe which still uses bows and arrow .
In addition to the sacred island the explorers
also found ruins and important stone slabs of
Piedra Labrada. They climbed Mount San Martin and found a large stone idol on the rim of
an extinct crater.
200 KEYS SEIZED IN RAID
Brooklvn detectives raided an apartment at 155
Amity ·ti-eet, arrested two men and ~eized $5,000

worth of jewelry and valuables which they identi•
fied as having been stolen from thi1iy or more
homes on the Bast Side, Mantattan. In the apartment they found also a loop of wire on which were
strung two hundred dookkeys, the secret, it was
asserted, of innumerable "mystery', robberies.
The men arrested were William Small, thiliytwo years old, Lnd James Scofield, thirty-eight.
Small, the detectives said, was formerlr employed
by L. Schwartz, a locksmith, at 602 Third avenue,
and during the months he worked there fashioned
duplicates of some 200 doorkeys. When Small
quit his job last October, according to the police,
he began to rob the homes to which he had keys,
in company with Scofield.
Small's keys were individually tagged with. the
names, addresses and apartmentt numbers of persons who had been customers of the locksmith
shop on Third avenue. Thev shed light, according
to the police, on a series of robberies on the East
Side which baffled solution. The burglars gained
entrance, collected valuables and, apparently, got,
out thrnugh locked doors and sealed windows. It
was thought at first that a "fingernail" man was
at work, but the police believe, that Small's keywire com}Jletely clears up the oark trail.
THE ESKIMO DOG
The "husky" or Eskimo dog- is wiry, deen chested
and very strong. A team of these dogs, harnessed
to a sledge, can cover 60 miles in a day for days
on end. · The Britannica says of this dog:
"Throughout the Northern regions of both hemispheres there are several breed of semi-domesticated dogs which are wolf-like, with erect ears
.and long, wooly hair. The Eskimo dog has been
regarded as nothing more than a reclaimed wolf,
and the Eskimos are stated to maintain the size
and strength of their dogs by crossing them with
wolves. The Eskimo dog has small, upright ears,
a straight, bushy tail, moderately sharp muzzle
and rough coat. Like a wolf it howls but does not
bark. It occurs throughout the greater part of
the Arctic regions, the varieties in the old and
the new world differing slightly in color. They are
fed on fish, game and meat. They are good hunters and wonderfully cunning and enduring. Their
se1·vices to their owners and to Arctic explorers
are well known, but Eskimo dogs arc so repacious
that it is impossible to train them to refrain
from attacking sheep and · goats, or any small
domesticated animals." Another Luthority on the
subject says that: "Perhaps the most useful of
all the working dogs are those of the Eskimos and
other Northern residents-wolf-like dogs, whic~
in teams of half a dozen or more di-aw sledges
t ~ furnish mo t of the winter transportation i.n
Canada and Alaskan wilds. These devoted, hardworking animals have indeed played a noteworthy
part in many Arctic and Antarctic explorations.
Dog races are one of the chief winter spo1-ts in
the Far North and when one of the racing teams
finishes a 412 mile race over the ice and snow
in, perhaps, 80 hours, the excitement of the crowd
gathered to see the finish is as great a over a
baseball world's series."
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POINTS OF INTEREST
3,000 .t,' OMEN POSTMASTER S
Almost 3,000 women were appointed postmaslers of Presidential class post-offices in the year
just ended.
Postmaster General New, in making public statistics of appointments emphasized the fact that
recognition of merit in the ranks, retention of experienced employees and consideration of _women
and former service men had characterized the 16,824 appointments during the year ended March
4. Of the total, 13,285 were made from the elieible r,::gisters certified by the Civil Service Commission.
· Texas led in the number of women appointed
with 166, followed by California, 154; Pennsylvania, 153; New York, 134.
Iowa ranked first in appointments of former
service men with 149, Illinois had 140, Minnesota
110 and Nebraska 102.
THE BIRTH OF THE FIRST EXPRESS
The first express company in the United States
was launched just eighty-six years ago, when
an advertisement in the Boston and New York
papers announced that "Wm. F. Harnden has
made arrangements with the Providence Railroad
and the New York Boat Company to run a car
through from Boston to New York and vice versa,
four times weekly. He will accompany the car
himself, take care of all packages that may be
intrusted to his care and see them safely delivered." As a matter of fact Harnden's car was
entirely imaginary, a s he carried the packages
himself in a valise. He had long been conductor
on the railroad and his old a ssociates permitted
him to travel without charite. Harnden's first real
competitor was Alvin Adams, who became the
founder of the Adams Express Company.
LOW

RADIO

WAVES MAKE METALS
TRANSPAREN T .
John L. Reinartz of South Man.chester, Conn.,
one of the leading radio amateurs in this country,
working with radio waves less than one meter in
len,rth, has discovered t hat these waves make
metals transparent. He announced this discovery
at a conference of a group of scientists in the
Nenith Radio Laboratories in Chicago, at which
arrangements were being made to receive messages from Commander Donald B. MacMillan,
explorer, on his next trip to t he Arctic r ep-ions.
A decision was reached to use wave lengths as low
as 20 meters.
Reinartz declared that when his low wave a pparatus was adjusted for a wave below t he 1meter length \,he metal plates in t he tube became
transparent and tha t this result was observed
immediately:, or before the plates even became
heated.
Scientists a ssembled at the conference interpreted this development to mean that the extremely high frequency employed approached the
narural vibrating period of the molecules of the
metals and that, if the frequency were still further increased, not only the metals in the tube
but the elass would disintegrate.

AyED BEGGAR COLLECTS $25 IN FIVE
MINUTES
Richard Walsh, seventy-two, of No. 429 East
123d street New York City, was arraigned before
Magistrate Douras in Night Court charged with
solic:t: ng alms on a southbound Seventh avenue
subway train.
Wilbur Cahill of the Interborough special police, told Magistrate Douras that in the five minutes it took to go from the 14th street to the
Chambers street station last night Walsh collected
$25.7:3 from sympathetic passtngers.
\Valsh
pleaded guilty and when it was found that he had
seven previous convictions for the same offense
Magist1·ate Douras gave him the maximum sentence of six months in the workhouse.
Outs ide the court room Cahill told reports
Walsh had said it was a poor week when he cidn't
average $200 in contributions.
M.Al(E MERCURY WEIGH AS MUCH AS
GOLD
Chemists in sr-veral countries are close to success in :;he age-old aim of alchemy-the transmutation of the baser metals into itold-accordinit to ·
an announcement from scientists at the University of Chicago. Mtircury is the metal u sed in the
experime:its, and th.e scientists say now that the
measure of success will depend on the quality of
the mercury--or quick-silver-use d.
Workers at the Kent Chemical Laboratory at
the univer sity are expe.imenting with a new machine. They already have been able by its use to
change the weight of mercury put into the machine, but so far are baffled in their efforts to
change the metal's appearance. The mercury
now transformed, it is said, has the weight of
gold, though it does not look like it.
The statement issued at Kent Laboratory, after
referring to "recent reports in the press" wnich
indicate that Miethe, in Germany, and Nagoaka,
in Japan, "believe they have converted mercury
into gold by the use of large currents in a mercury
arc lamp," reads as follows:
"Work has been begun in this laboratory on the
method by means of which electrons with thousands of times higher velocities are shot into
mercury in order to see if they attach themselves
t o t he mercury nucleus and thus produce gold. It
is the opini'On of those who have begun this work
t hat even these greater concentrations of energy
will be insufficient, and that still more pcm·erful
and expensive sources of ener gy may be needed
to be applied."
The statement continued:
· "That gold happens to be the element which
might be produced by such a process is of no
scientific and probably of no practical importance,
since if any other element could be prepared in
the same way it would be of the same interest to
science, and any itold produced would be enormously more expensive than the commercial value.
The choice of these elements for the scientific
work is entirely due to the fact that meTcury is
easily ;;eparated from gold and gold in extremely
small amounts may be detected.
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HERE IS A GREAT CHANCE
FOR _YOU
READ HOW YOU CAN GET THIS
GENUINE
MOVING PICTURE MACHINE

FREE

Shows the Kind of Pictures You Like Best
Right in '' Your Own Home''
We send this splendid, perfect working, high

grade Motion Picture Machine, with
.a box of film, already for immediate

use. You can start and
show pictures the moment you get
this machine.

We also give a 4-space Metal Slide and 50 different
Film Subjects which enables you to show magnified
stiil pictures, giving a longer, better and more interesting show. This is new equipthent never bef~re given.
THIS MACHINE IS NOT A MERE TOY -

IT'S A JOY!

Can: you think of anything greater !or a :Cel!ow to own than a real, honest-to-goodness MOVING
PICTURE MACHINE of hill own, that shows the ..-ery same lllms that are shown in all the big
"MOVIE HO USES" ~ Can you think of a better way ot al'l'.ordlng your friends an evening's
entertainment than by haTing them come to your house and admire the splendid pictures Y01l can
show on this genuine moving picture machine?
Thie is a remarkable offer and we want you to take advantage of ·u Immediately • .A.nd, It you
do act quickly, you can also receiTe AN EXTRA FIL1r1 OF CHARL!lil CHAPLIN OR BILL HAR'.I.'
FREE. Do not delay. Tbel!e machines are going like hot-cakes, and by our easy plan you should
get one of these FREE AT ONCE with very little trouble on your part.
The whole que8tlon Is a matter of time and you should not delay. You should send the coupon
l)elow, properly ti.lied out, toda:r.. Here is your chance to own a regular tellow's machine and
give a regulllr tellow's show right 1n your own home. Only, do not delay!

How You Can Get This Great Moving- Picture MachineRead My Offer to You!
Send ' your name and address-that Is all. Write name and address
..-ery plainly-mail today-and please use the Free Coupon. As soon
as I receive your name and address I will mall to you 20 handsome
colored pictures .m·nnufactured for us b one ot ~be biggest color
Printing Hou,ies In the United States.
nt you to distribute the
20 premluru pictures on a 30c. offer amo
people you know. When
you have distributed the pictures on my Ul>eral offer you will have
collected $6.00. Send the $6.00 to me an,:l I wlll Immediately send you
Free, th.ls wonderful Natiohal Movh1g Picture Machine, with complete
outfft, just as described.

60,000 of these. Machines have ·ma.de 50,000 boys hapw.

Answer at once. Be tl),e first in your town to get one.
A. E. Fleming, Secy., 615 W. 43d St., Dept. 400, New York, N. Y.

FREE COUPON
Good for
Mouin• Picture Machine Offer

A. E.:FLEMING, Secretary,
Dept. 400,

615 W.434 Sl,New York,N. Y.
Pleaae 1end me the IO pleturee 10
that I may eam the Great Movinir Picture Machine and Outfit.
Yeura trul:,,

-·-------------- --.. --- .... -,

·- ·---------------------
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"The Best Hunch I Ever Had!"

"It happened just three years ago. I was
feeling pretty blue. Pay day had come around
again and the raise I'd hoped for wasn't there.
It began to look: as though I was to spend my
life check:ing orders at a small salary.
"I picked up a mag~ine t-0 read. It fell
open at a familiar advertisement, and a coupon
stared me in the face. Month after month for
years I'd been seeing that coupon, but never
until that moment had I thought of it as
meaning anything to me. But this time I
r-ead the advertisement twice-yes, every word/
"Two million men, it said, had made that
coupon the first stepping stone toward success.
In every line of business, men were getting
splendid salaries because they had torn out that
coupon. Mechanics had become foremen and
superintendents--carp enters had become architects and contractors--clerk:s like me had become sales, advertising and business managers
because they had used that coupon.
"Suppose that I . • ? What if by studying
at home nights I really could learn to do something besides check: orders? I had a hunch to
find out-and then and there I tore out that
coupon, marked it, and mailed it.
"That was the turn in the road for me.
The Schools at Scranton suggested just the
course of training I needed and they worked
with me every hour I had to spare.
''In six months I was in charge of my division.
In a year my salary had been doubled. And I've
been advancing ever 5ince. Today f was appointed

manager of our Western office at $5,000 a year.
Tearing out that coupon three years ago was the
best hunch I ever had."
For thirty years, the International Correspondence
Schools have been he)ping men to win promotion,
to earn more money, to have happy, prosperous
homes; to get ahead in business and in life.
You, too, can have the position you want in the
work you like best. Y cs, you can I All we ult is
the chance to prove it.
Without cost, without obligation, just mark and
mail this coupon. Do it right now !

--- ---------- ------
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INTERNATIONAL CC.tRESPONDENCE ~CHDOLI

Box 448 7. o, Scranton, PennL
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U11eful, lnstructi..-e, and Amusin
Valuable Information on
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No. n. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
h11,ndy little book, giving the rules and full dlrecttonlf
for playing Euchre, Cribbage, Casino, Forty-Five,
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, and many other popular games of cRrds.
No. M. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.Giving complete Information as to the manner and method ot raising, ke,plng, taming. bree-ding and managln,r
all kinds of pets; also glt"lng full Instructions tor malt•
Ing cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight lllu~tratlons.
No. 56, HOW TO BECOlllE AN ENGINEER.-C on•
talniug full Instructions how to become a locomotive
engineer; also directions for building a model locomB•
tlve: together with a full description oC everything an
en,:tinl'er should know.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE. -By Old King
Brady, the well-known detective. In which he lays down
some valuable rules for beginners, and also relates some
adventures of well-known detectives.
No, 60.

HOW TO BECOl\lE A PHOTOGRAP HER.-

No. 84.

HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL l\lACHTN'F.!'i.

N?, 69.

HOW TO DO SLEIGHr-OF- HAND.-Coo.

Containing useful information regarding the Camera and
how to work it; also bow to make Photograph!<.' Magic
Lantern Slides and other 'l'ransparents. Haudsomel7
Illustrated.
-Containing full directions for making electrical machtneq, induction coils, dynamos and many novel toys
rn,~ir:::.r:.ed by electricity. By B. A. R. Bennett. Fully
No. 65. llfULDOON'S JOKES.-The most original
foke book ever published, and It l<1 brimful or wit anll
humor. It contains a large colll'ctlou of songs, jokes,
conundrums, etc., or Terre.nee Muldoon. the great wit.
humorist and practical jokl'r or the day.
No. 66. HOW TO DO Pl'ZZLES.-Co ntnlning ove-r
three, hundred Interesting puzzles nnd conundrums, with
kPy to same. A complete book. Fully illufitrated.
NI!. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Coo talmng a large collection of lnstrurtlve and highly
amusing electrical tricks. together with illustratlon11.
By A. Ander~on.
!'(o. 68. lfOW TO rJo CHE'IIICAL 'l.'RICKS.-Con tnmlng over one hundred highly amusing an(J. instructive trleks with chemicals. By A Anderson. Handsomely lllustratPd.
taln1ng over fifty of the latest and bPst tricks used b,
magicians. Also containing tbe secret of second slghl
Fu~ly Illustrated. By A. Anderson.
·
No. , •. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY
-Containing full instruc.tlons for writing letters om
almost . anr subject: also rules (or punctuation and
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No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES DY THE HAND
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:~~~~ :t~_te~f;:ff:t~~t~ J: events by aid of moles, marks,
No. 11'. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH
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by leaclinJl' conjurers and magicians. Arranged for homa
amusement. Fully lltustratPd.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAIIIS' JOKE BOOK.-Contel nini;
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worl<'l -renowned Germim comedian. Slxtv-four pa,re1t·
hnn rlsome rolorecl cover, containing a half-tone photo
or thP author.
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mo st npp!'oved methods or reading the lines on the band
tog,•thPr with a full explanation of their meaning. Also
cxpfolntng phr1>nology, and the key for telltn,c clr:,ra<.'ter b.v thP humps on the head. By Leo Hugo Koch.
A. C. S. 1•1111:,- Illustrated.
No. 83. ROW TO HYPNOTIZF..- Contalnlng valuable
anrl lnstrartlve intormatlou regarding tbe science ot hyp notlRm. Also explaining the most approved ml'thod1t
wLlrh a rp employed hv the leadln,r hypnotists of th11
world. By Leo Hugo Ko<.'h, A. B . S.
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